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PLAN PUEBLA PANAMA: AN ECONOMIC TOOL THAT
THWARTS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND FACILITATES
TERRORISM
PAULETTE L. STENZEL*

INTRODUCTION
The Plan Puebla Panama ("PPP") is a major economic
development plan that has been promoted by leaders of Mexico and
all Central American countries. Its various mechanisms, if
implemented, will provide significant support for the Central
American Free Trade Agreement ("CAFTA"), which is expected to
be implemented by all parties in 2006.1 The PPP's mechanisms will
have major economic, social, cultural, and environmental effects
throughout the Western Hemisphere. On a regional level, implementation of the PPP's programs will affect the environment,
working conditions, social relations, and economics of daily life in
Central America. It has the potential to distort the essence of life
by destroying cultural roots, which will in turn thwart sustainable
development and facilitate terrorism.
The PPP is not merely a proposal. It is a "'conceptual
umbrella' that brings together several large projects that have
been ongoing, or in the pipeline, for years."2 Highway corridors, for
*Copyright © 2006, by Paulette L. Stenzel, Professor of International Business
Law, The Eli Broad College of Business, Michigan State University. I am
grateful to my undergraduate assistants Christina Barcroft, Brian J. Cook,
Lacey Root, Stephen Lee Schalk, Nathan Stenzel Scherbarth, and Jeannie Xu
for assistance with sources and proofreading. Thank you to the Michigan State
University Center for International Business Education and Research ("CIBER")
for partial funding for research on which this article is based.
1 Press Release, United States Trade Representative, Statement of USTR
Spokesman Stephen Norton Regarding CAFTA-DR Implementation (Dec. 30,
2005), http://www.ustr.gov/Document Library/PressReleases/2005/December/
SectionIndex.html.
2Miguel Pickard, The PlanPuebla PanamaRevived: Looking Back to See What's
Ahead, in 12 LA CHRONIQUE DES AMERIQUES 1 (Apr. 2004), http://www.ameriques.
uqam.ca/pdf/Chro0413_ppp-en.pdf [hereinafter Pickard, PlanPuebla Revived].
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example, are the primary mechanism of the ppp.3 Some portions
of the highways have been built, and others are under construction. The highway system "comprises 8[,]799 [kilometers] of
highway[,] of which 3 [,] 134 [kilometers] currently exist and are in
good condition.4 Public opposition to two sets of projects has been
strong. One is the set of dams planned for the Usumacinta River
that divides Mexico from Guatemala.5 The other is the
Mesoamerican Biological Corridor.6 In that corridor, pharmaceutical companies will be allowed to classify species, inventory the
chemical components of them, and create gene banks.7 Local
communities view this as "biopiracy," depriving local communities
of indigenous knowledge and taking resources away from local
practitioners and their communities.' Despite being removed from
the original proposal for the PPP and converted to "secondary"
projects, both are proceeding.9
Because of the PPP's potentially far-reaching effects,
citizens of the United States, Mexico, and Central American
nations need to become familiar with its projects. ° This Article is
designed to provide information to professionals including
politicians, businesspeople, lawyers, environmentalists, scientists,
human rights activists, historians, anthropologists, archaeologists,
3 Id.

at 5 (85.2% of the total PPP budget is allocated toward highways).

Felipe Vazquez & Stephen Allen, PrivateSector Participationin the Delivery
of Highway Infrastructurein CentralAmerica and Mexico, 22 CONSTR. MGMT. &
'

ECON. 745, 754-54 (2004).

'6 Pickard, Plan Puebla Revived, supra note 2, at 5.
1d.
7Gian Carlo Delgado Ramos, The MesoamericanBiologicalCorridor:Biodiversity
for Sale?, in PLAN PUEBLA PANAMA: BATTLE OVER THE FUTURE OF MESOAMERICA,

2004, at 18-20, availableathttp://www.lasolidarity.orgnoppp/PDF/NoPPP-second
edition.pdf.
8

Id.

' For discussion of this decision to convert the two sets of projects to "secondary"
status, see infra text accompanying notes 88-90.
"°At a Symposium at the William and Mary School of Law in February 2005, and
during presentations to students at Michigan State University's Eli Broad
College of Business in April 2005, I asked audience members if they had heard
about the Plan. Among the few who had heard of it, all but one or two had
learned of it from me prior to my presentation.
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and sociologists." All must consider whether the plan's mechanisms will enhance or detract from the quality of life for people and
other living beings in the Western Hemisphere.
Mexico's President Vicente Fox, who was elected in July
'2000,12 proposed the PPP in November of that year as a major
component of Mexico's National Development Plan. 3 The PPP is
designed to promote economic development in all seven countries
of Central America as well as the Mexican states of Campeche,
Chiapas, Guerrero, Oaxaca, Puebla, Quintana Roo, Tabasco, and
Yucatfn. 14 In November 2004, the PPP was expanded to include
Colombia when that country was formally granted "observer
status." 5 The plan is designed to link Central America's energy
16
industry and highways and develop its commercial capabilities.
Leaders of participating countries say that the PPP will help meet
their citizens' needs17in the areas of health, education, and environ-

mental protection.

On the other hand, the PPP faces significant criticisms.
Most resources devoted to it are designated for economic development projects, not social and environmental needs. In addition, if
implemented, the economic development projects will increase
11 I do not purport to speak for citizens of Central American countries. My
objective is to encourage a climate that facilitates their speech and selfdetermination. For discussion, see infra text accompanying notes 433-73.
" Julia Preston, The Mexico Election: The Overview; Challengerin Mexico Wins,
Governing Party Concedes, N.Y. TIMES, July 3, 2000, at Al.
13 Colombia Joins Plan Puebla-Panama,XINHUA NEWS AGENCY, June 3, 2004.
14 Pickard, supra note 2, at 1 n.2. Colombia is scheduled to participate in three
projects: electrical connections with Panama, a gas pipeline linking Venezuela,
Colombia, and Panama, and a road linking Colombia to the PPP corridors.
ColombiaJoinsPlanPuebla-Panama,supranote 13; ColombiaSeeks To Become
Member of Plan PueblaPanama,LATIN AM. NEWS DIGEST, Nov. 18, 2004.
1 Vytenis Didziulis, Electricity UnitesAmericas, UPI, Nov. 19, 2004; see also infra
text accompanying notes 401-23 (discussing reasons for Colombia's participation
and identifying potential conflicts created by Colombia's participation).
16 Didziulis, supra note 15.
17
See Luis F. L6pez-Calva & Nora Lustig, Social Protectionand Inclusive Trade:
Strengthening the Sources of Convergence within FTAA, (Universidad de Las
Americas, Working Paper No. 2003-06, 2003), available at http://www.arts.
cornell.edu/econ/75devconf/papers/LopezCalva-Lustig-WP.pdf.
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damage to the environment, threaten precious plant and animal
species, destroy archaeological treasures, and disrupt indigenous
communities in unacceptable ways."8
U.S. and Central American citizens, as well as people
throughout the world, should care and learn about the PPP
because it is part of a grid of interlocking economic development
plans and trade agreements throughout the Western Hemisphere.
Those agreements include, but are not limited to, the North
American Free Trade Agreement ("NAFTA"), 9 the Central
American Free Trade Agreement ("CAFTA"),2 ° and the Free Trade
Area of the Americas ("FTAA"). 2 '
U.S. citizens need to learn about the PPP for multiple
reasons. First, the U.S. is physically and culturally linked with
Mexico, the largest and most economically powerful among the
PPP countries.22 Hispanics, many of whom are Mexican, are now
the largest minority group in the United States. 23 Relationships
among family members and friends on both sides of the border link
the two countries in unprecedented ways. Second, the U.S. and

" Diego Cevallos, Puebla-PanamaPlanResurfaces, INTER

PRESS SERVICE NEWS

Mar. 26, 2004, at 1, available at http://ipsnews.net/interna.asp?id
news=23054.
19 North American Free Trade Agreement, U.S.-Can.-Mex. Dec. 8-17, 1992, 32
I.L.M. 289 (1993) [hereinafter NAFTA].
20 Central America-Dominican Republic Free Trade Agreement, Aug. 2, 2005,
http://www.ustr.gov/TradeAgreements/Bilateral/CAFTA/Sectionlndex.html
[hereinafter CAFTA]. For discussion of CAFTA, see infra text accompanying
notes 149-78.
21 Free Trade Area of the Americas, Third Draft FTAA Agreement, Nov. 21,
2003, http://www.ftaa-alca.org/FTAADraft03/Index-e.asp.
22 Mexico, United Mexican States, in TIME (ALMANAC 2006), at 823-24 (Borgna
Brunner ed., 2005) [hereinafter Mexico, United Mexican States].
2 Lynette Clemetson, Hispanics Now Largest Minority, Census Shows, N.Y.
TIMES, Jan. 22, 2003, at Al; see also Andres Viglucci & Tim Henderson,
HispanicsPassBlacks as Largest U.S. Minority, MIAMI HERALD, June 19, 2003,
at 1A, available at http://www.miami.com/mld/miamiherald/archives/ (search
"Hispanics Pass Blacks as Largest U.S. Minority" in principal search query box,
choose fourth search result) (payment and registration required), also available
at 2003 WLNR 14825272 (Westlaw subscription required).
AGENCY,
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Mexican economies are strongly linked as a result of NAFTA.24
Third, NAFTA has brought about significant environmental
damage in Mexico. Fourth, Mexico and other Central American
countries have the potential to wield substantial economic power
in the world economy.26 Fifth, the PPP would set a precedent for
other economic development programs and trade agreements. For
example, the PPP's projects can complement and speed implementation of CAFTA, which was ratified in 2005.27 And FTAA, if
adopted, will create a hemisphere-wide trade zone.28 In addition,
there are proposals for an economic corridor in South America that
parallel plans for the ppp. 29 If both the PPP and the South
American corridor are implemented, they will build upon the work
of NAFTA, CAFTA, and the FTAA.
This article explores the arguments for and against the PPP
and its mechanisms.3" Economic factors lead businesses and
24 Gordon H.

Hanson, LocalizationEconomies, Vertical Organization,and Trade,

86 AM. ECON. REV. 1266, 1272 (1996).
25 See Herman E. Daly, The Perilsof Free Trade, 269 SCI. AM. 50, 50-79 (2003).
26 For discussion of the potential economic effects of CAFTA, see Tim Rogers,
Baptism by Fire:The U.S. CentralAmerica Free Trade Deal Is Real. Now What?,
LATIN TRADE, Dec. 2005, at 34, availableat http://www.latintrade.com/dynamic/
index.php?pg=site-en/pastissues/Dec05/features2.html.
27
Nothing'sFree in This World; CentralAmerica,ECONOMIST, Aug. 6,2005, at 44.
2' Howard LaFranchi, Miami Summit: The Bonding of a Continent, CHRISTIAN
SCI. MONITOR, Dec. 8, 1994, at 1.
29 See generally Harold Olmos, South American Leaders Call for Trade Zone,
ASSOCIATED PRESS ONLINE, Sept. 30, 2005, available at Westlaw ALLNEWS

PLUS Database (search AU(Olmos) & "South American Leaders Call for Trade
Zone," select first search result). "[T]he PPP has a southern twin called the
Integration of Infrastructure in the Region of South America (IIRSA), which will
extend the same PPP-style network of megaprojects throughout South America."
Brendan O'Neill, Overview, in PLAN PUEBLA PANAMA: BATTLE OVER THE FUTURE
OF MESOAMERICA, 2004, at 4-7, availableat http://www.lasolidarity.org/noppp/
PDF/NoPPP-secondedition.pdf.
'oMany writers refer to the PPP saying, "will," assuming that it will be approved
as a package in the way that a trade agreement such as NAFTA or CAFTA is
approved. This is not the case. Leaders of the PPP countries have agreed on a
plan, and they have revised that plan. The legislature participates not by approving a plan as a whole, but by approving funding for certain projects. Sometimes
the legislature is left out of discussions completely when funding comes from
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governments to support the PPP, but other factors weigh heavily
against it. The PPP threatens substantial damage to the natural
environment, cultural heritage, and archaeological treasures of the
region. In short, it thwarts sustainable development. Ultimately,
it could destroy the essence of the lives of indigenous peoples as'
they lose their homes, villages, culture, and, ultimately, spiritual
traditions. As a result of a breakdown in Mexican and Central
American communities and lives, poverty rates would increase and
citizens would feel increasingly disenfranchised. Ultimately, people
could turn to terrorism as an outlet for their frustration and anger.
Part I of this Article provides background information on the
PPP. It introduces its members and explores its history, goals,
mechanisms, funding, and relationship to other plans and agreements. 3 ' Part II compares the stated goals of the PPP to its likely
effects. The reasoning of proponents is explored and is compared
to arguments of opponents.32 The harms brought or threatened by
NAFTA and CAFTA are examined to illustrate the types of
problems the PPP is likely to exacerbate or introduce. Many of
these problems relate to the need in developing nations for
sustainable development. Finally, the PPP's potential to facilitate
terrorism in the PPP region and beyond is discussed. In Part III,
a different direction is recommended for the PPP area.33 Government bureaucrats and businesspeople assume that economic
development must be pursued as a primary goal for the region.
However, this goal perpetuates the concentration of power in the
hands of a few elite members of society, to the exclusion of the
majority. On the contrary, the majority should be given an
opportunity to choose the direction of their region. As a first step,
the voices of citizens of the region must be encouraged, facilitated,
and heard. Ultimately, citizens of the region must be allowed to
make decisions based on their own needs and values.
private business. In short, an economic development plan is not a product of
democracy, rather; it is a product of globalization and the power of business. It
does not necessarily need legislative approval, rather, it just needs money.
31 See infra Part I.
32 See infra Part II.
" See infra Part III.
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This section provides background information on the PPP.
It identifies participants, describes its history and progress, and
examines its goals. It also looks at its mechanisms, funding, and
relationship to trade agreements and other economic development
plans.
A.

Participants

PPP participants include Mexico and the Central American
countries: Guatemala, Honduras, Belize, El Salvador, Nicaragua,
Costa Rica, and Panama.34 In addition, Colombia joined as an
observer in 2004. 31 It is participating in three regional projects: (1)
electrical connections with Panama;36 (2) a gas pipeline linking
Colombia, Venezuela, and Panama; 37 and (3) a highway linking
Colombia to Central America.38 Colombia's President Uribe39wants
Columbia to become a full integrated member of the ppp.
B.

History and Progressof PPP

Leaders of Mexico's Partido Revolucionario Institucional
("PRI," or the Institutional Revolutionary Party) began discussion
of a regional economic development plan in the late 1990s.4 °
14

Cevallos, supra note 18.

31 In June of 2004 Colombia's President Alvaro Uribe announced that Mexican

President Vicente Fox and all the Central American countries had given
Colombia preliminary approval to become a part of the integration process of the
PPP. Colombia Joins Puebla-Panama,supra note 13. Colombia was formally
granted observer status in the PPP in November of that year. Didziulis, supra
note 15; see also infra text accompanying notes 402-23, discussing reasons for
Colombia to participate and identifying conflicts that may be created by
Colombia's participation.
36 Colombia Joins Plan Puebla-Panama,supra note
13.
37 id.
38

1d.

" Pickard, supra note 2, at 6.
40 The PRI held the presidency in Mexico from 1929 to 2000. Although leaders
claimed the system was democratic, it was not. Mexico operated under
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During those years, the World Bank and the Inter-American
Development Bank ("IADB") funded construction projects in
Mexico and Central America,4 1 that became the building blocks for
PPP initiatives. Vicente Fox made the official public announcement of plans for the PPP at a June 2001 summit in El Salvador.
At the time, discussion by Mexico's leaders was animated and
enthusiastic, and the plan was viewed as a key idea of the Fox
Administration.4 3
In June of 2002, a major meeting about the plan was held in
Mdrida, Mexico.' In response to protests, plans for the PPP were
revised at that meeting. The PPP governments signed the
Iniciativaparael DesarrolloSustenible (Initiative for Sustainable
Development), as well as an agreement on health care.4" In
addition, in November of 2002, a six-page rural development plan
was completed, and it became part of the agricultural agreement.4 "
"presidencialismo,"with virtually all power vested in the President and a
socialist economic system. JULIA PRESTON & SAMUEL DILLON, OPENING MEXICO:
THE MAKING OF A DEMOCRACY

407 (Farrar et al. eds., 2004). Thus, the election

of Vicente Fox signified a momentous change for the country. Mexico's
Democratic Breakthrough, N.Y. TIMES, July 4, 2000, at A12; see also Happy
Birthday, Sefor Fox: Mexicans Defied Predictions,Swallowed Their Fearsand
Staked Their Hopes on Electing Vicente Fox to End the Seven-Decade Rule of the
PRI, ECONOMIST, July 6, 2000, at 31, available at http://www.economist.com/
displaystory.cfm?story_id=4557; Alan Zarembo, Soda Pop to Vox Populi:ACocaCola Man Beats the PRI. What's Ahead?, NEWSWEEK, July 17, 2000, at 36.
41 Cevallos, supra note 18.
42El SalvadorHosts IntegrationTalks, BBC NEWS, June 15, 2001, http://news.
bbc.co.uk/lfhi/worldl/americas/1389258.stm.
43
id.

"Eloy 0. Aguilar, Mexico, CentralAmerica Talk Trade, ASSOCIATED PRESS, June
28, 2002. This meeting represented the fifth summit of Mexican and Central
American leaders, as it "gave renewed impetus to the PPP." Id. Vicente Fox
made an effort to dismiss suggestions that, as a result of the plan, his country's
maquiladoraindustry would suffer from a shift of multinational corporations to
cheaper Central American locations. PlanPuebla-PanamaTakes Shape, LATIN
AM. MEX. & NAFTA REP., July 16, 2002, available at 2002 WLNR 107106.
Approximately 850 companies attended a trade fair that was held concurrently
with the summit. Id.
41 PlanPuebla-PanamaFading,Even as Some ProjectsAdvance, NOTICEN, Dec.
4, 2003, available at 2003 WLNR 6510217 (Westlaw subscription required).
46Id.
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Opponents of PPP assert, however, that the plan fails to deal with
threats to sustainable agriculture that stem from CAFTA.4 7 In
addition, funding for the program is limited.4 s Therefore, in spite
of the accords, opposition to the plan continues.49
The program was revived by Fox in 2004 with a tour of three
Central American countries, 5° but in the past two years, public
discussion of PPP has again been subdued.5 ' Following the launch
of the PPP, Fox appeared to be responding to public protests, fiscal
restraints, and the limitations on his political power without
having political control of the Mexican Congress. 52 Later, the relaunching produced little more than a new publicity strategy for
the program. Now, as Fox is closing out his Administration in
preparation for the July 2006 elections, public discussion of the
PPP is again limited.5 3
Decisions regarding Mexico's participation in the plan's
various mechanisms are likely to wait until after this year's
presidential and legislative elections. Mexico's election is expected
to be one of the most competitive in the country's history, because
it will be the first election in seventy-seven years to be held

47

1Id. For a discussion of environmental threats posed by the PPP, see infra, text

accompanying notes 306-63.
' For a discussion about funding (and its limited nature), see infra text
accompanying notes 112-23.
49 For a discussion about protests against the PPP and reasons for protest, see
infra text accompanying notes 266-433.
50 Pickard, supra note 2, at 1.
51
Plan Puebla-PanamaFading,supra note 45.
52

Id.

'3 Mexico's next presidential elections will be held on July 2, 2006. Barnard
Thompson, PRIon Comeback Trail in Mexico, MERCED SUN-STAR, June 10, 2005,
at 1; see also Enrique Krauze, FurtheringDemocracyin Mexico, 85 FOREIGN AFF.
54 (Jan./Feb. 2006), availableat http://www.foreignaffairs.org/20060101faessay
85106/enrique-krauze/furthering-democracy-in-mexico.html.
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without the PRI in power.54 Moreover, Mexican law prevents the
president from running for a second term, so no incumbent has an
advantage.55 The leading candidates include former Mexico City
Mayor Andres Manuel L6pez Obrador of the PartidoRevolucionario
Democrdtico ("PRD" or the Democratic Revolutionary Party),5 6
former Tabasco State Governor Roberto Madrazo of the PRI,57 and
former Energy Secretary Felipe Calder6n of the Partidode Acci6n
Nacional ("PAN" or the National Action Party).58
Voters are frustrated with slow progress of reform brought
about by an opposition-dominated Congress, including legislation
concerning the PPP. 59 Therefore the electoral field is "wide open."
The PRI could have an opportunity to regain the presidency if its
leaders can stop their infighting, restart the PRI electoral machine, pick the right candidate, and create enthusiasm for advancing democracy in Mexico.6 ° However, due to the popularity of its
candidate, Mr. L6pez Obrador, the PRD is currently leading in
most polls.6 '
The new president and congress must decide whether to
support the PPP and its projects. Mexico was the primary proponent of the PPP at its inception and it has the strongest economy
among the members.62 Therefore, the backing of Mexico's leaders
helps insure the PPP's success. They will have the power to slow
or accelerate the PPP's progress or change its course. On the other
" Susana Hayward, Slate of Candidates Set for Mexico's 2006 Presidential
Election, KNIGHT-RIDDER WASH. BUREAU, Nov. 15,2005, availableat http://www.
kentucky.com/mld/kentucky/news/world/13166748.htm.
55
Mexico's Governing Party Secured the PresidentialNomination, PRAVDA.RU,
Oct. 24,2005, http://newsfromrussia.com/world/2005/10/24/65936.html [hereinafter PresidentialNomination].
56 Thompson, supra note 53.
5 Hayward, supra note 54.
58
PresidentialNomination, supra note 55.
59
Economist.com, Factsheet: Mexico, http:www.economist.com/countries/Mexico/
profile.cfm?folder=Profile-FactSheet (March 16, 2006).
60 Thompson, supra note 53.
61
Obrador left the PRI in the 1980s when the party failed to nominate him to be
Governor of Tabasco; voters continue to support him. Id.
62 Mexico, United Mexican States, supra note 22, at 823-24.
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hand, the PPP could continue without Mexico because the majority
of the funds supplied by the International Development Bank
("IDB") come from Central American members."
Meanwhile, progress on the various PPP projects is mixed.
The most prominent mechanism of the plan, the pair oftransportation corridors, has received substantial funding and is making
progress.' Others, such as dams and hydroelectric plants, are on
hold.6 5 Because the plan depends on funding that is allocated
through government grants, loans, and corporate investments, its
course can be altered step-by-step as funding decisions are made.
C.

PPPGoals and Mechanisms

PPP leaders are planning twenty-eight "megaprojects,"
classified into eight sets of goals.66 Those goals are to promote and
facilitate:
1. sustainable development,
2. human development,
3. prevention and mitigation of natural disasters,
4. tourism,
5. trade,
6. highway integration,
7. energy integration, and
8. integration of telecommunication services.67
The order of this list does not necessarily reflect the importance
that PPP member countries give them. In fact, economic development projects receive the majority of attention and funding.6"
63

Pickard, supra note 2, at 6.

6
65 Id.

at5.

Id.at 6.
66
Id.at 5.
67

GRUPO TECNICO INTERINSTITUCIONAL PARA EL PLAN PUEBLA-PANAMA, PLAN

PUEBLA-PANAMA INICIATIVAS Y PROYECTOS MESOAMERICANOS

June 15, 2001); see also Pickard, supra note 2, at 5.
Id.; see also infra text accompanying notes 111-24.

CEPAL,
68

5-6, (BCIE-BID-

566
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If participating governments or the international community
do not intervene, a variety of mechanisms will be used to implement the PPP's goals. They include (1) two major highway
corridors; (2) energy-related projects such as dams and hydroelectric generating plants, electrical grids, and gas pipelines; (3) six
"development zones" for maquiladoras; (4) bio-reserves for "bioprospecting" by seed, chemical, and pharmaceutical companies;
and (5) new infrastructure projects.69 Such infrastructure is slated
to include seaports, airports, dry canals, railroads, bridges, and a
fiber-optic network.7" Additionally, the PPP is linked to the Plan
de la Organizaci6nMundo Maya ("the Mayan World"), a program
designed to promote tourism in the region.7
The most significant mechanism is a pair of corridors of new
or improved highways covering at least 8,977 kilometers.72 The
first is called "The Pacific Corridor., 73 If completed, it will be a
Pacific-coast highway starting in Mexico City and paralleling the
74
coastline from Guatemala through Central America into Panama.
The route spans six Southern and Eastern Mexican States
including: Puebla, Oaxaca, Guerrero, Campeche, Quintana Roo,
Yucatan; and eight Central American Republics. 75 The second is
called "The Atlantic Corridor." 76 If it is completed, it will run from
the Texas-Mexico border, along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico, and
into the Yucatdn Peninsula.7 7 By circling the Gulf of Mexico, it will
69

ProjectCensored.org, Plan Puebla-Panama and the FTAA, www.project

censored.org/publications/ 2004/16.html (last visited April 24, 2006).
70 id.

71

Naomi Adelson, A Rocky Road for the Ruta Maya:A GreatIdea for Developing

Community-Based
Tourism Gets Off to a Rough Start,Bus. MEX., June 1, 2001.
72
Vazquez & Allen, supranote 4, at 748 (2004); Duane Charette, Manufacturing
Dissent: Plan Puebla-Panamaand the Free Trade Area of the Americas, THE
MANITOBAN, Feb. 25, 2004, http://umanitoba.ca/manitoban/2003-2004/0225/co_
06.html.
73
Vazquez & Allen, supra note 4, at 747.
74 Id.

Wendy Call, Plan Puebla-Panama,35 NACLA REP.
(Mar./Apr.
2002).
76
Vazquez & Allen, supra note 4, at 747.
71

77 Id.

ON THE AMERICAS

24, 25
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and include
provide easy access to substantial oil and gas reserves,
78
Honduras.
and
Guatemala,
Belize,
spurs into
The highway network is a top priority among PPP projects
and is proceeding steadily. 79 The first twenty-kilometer link of the
Transportation Corridor opened in May of 2003.80 It is a four-lane
toll highway that runs from east of the city of Morro, Mazatldn, to
Salina Cruz, Oaxaca, where petroleum is refined.8 ' In 2003, Costa
Rica's PPP commissioner said that 90% of the financing for the
transportation corridors and infrastructure was in place and that
many projects had begun. The Pacific Corridor is currently the
most advanced. 2
Energy-related projects range from hydroelectric generating
plants to electricity grids and gas pipelines.8 3 The director of the
Unidad Ejecutora (Executive Unit) of SIEPAC expects that the
PPP projects will facilitate "an endless chain of energy" reaching
throughout the hemisphere.8 4 Dams and hydroelectric plants on
major rivers will generate electricity for private homes, 5 but the
primary objective of such projects is to supply energy for
industry.86 The energy will be sold to both businesses located
within the economic corridor and the United States. 7
The most frequently discussed dam project is planned for the
Usumacinta River, running along the Mexico-Guatemala border.8 8
78

71

Id.

Wendy Call, Roads, Secondary Projects Catalyze PPP Opposition, INT'L

RELATIONS

CTR.,

June 12, 2003, http://www.irc-online.org/content/1709.

80

Id.
81 Id.
82

Plan Puebla-PanamaFading,supra note 45, at 3.

83Id.

84Id.; see infra text accompanying note 90.
85 Tim Weiner, Mexico Weighs ElectricityAgainst History, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 22,

2002, at 14, available at 2002 WLNR 4014187 (Westlaw subscription required).
86

Claudia Boyd-Barrett, Environmentalists Protest Dam Project for Ancient

River, THE NEWS, Dec. 4, 2002, available at LexisNexis (search "Boyd-Barrett"

and "Dam Project" in ALLNWS (News, All (English, Full Text)) database;
LexisNexis subscription required).
87 id.
88Id.
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Mexican President Vicente Fox considers dams along that river to
be a key element of the PPP, predicting that they will encourage
foreign investment and create local employment opportunities. s9
Nevertheless, progress on dams on the Usumacinta has been
limited and construction is currently on hold.9"
The Sistema de Interconexi6n Elictrica de los Paises de
Amirica Central (Interconnected Electrical System of the Countries of Central America) 9' is designed to establish an electrical
grid connecting the area by 2007.92 At a cost of about $327
million,93 the grid will link the United States to Mexico, traverse
Central America, and continue into Colombia. 94 Colombia's
participation is important for at least two reasons. First, Jos6
Ignacios Quiros, head of Panama's state-owned Empresa de
Transmisi6nEldctricade Panamd,estimates that connections with
Colombia will reduce energy costs in Panama by up to 30%,
because Colombia has plenty of"cheap energy."95 Second, Colombia
will provide a link among the electrical grids of the Andean
countries and those of the PPP region.9 6 Gas pipelines make up
another set of PPP energy projects in which Colombia is integral.
Pursuant to Colombia's agreement with the PPP, a new gas
97
pipeline will link Colombia, Venezuela, and Panama.
Third, the PPP includes plans for six development zones for
9" In the
"maquiladoras."
maquiladorasystem a plant in the "home"
country (the country of origin) sends raw materials or partially

Id. For discussion of objections to the dams, see infra text accompanying
notes 339-52.
89

90 Weiner, supra note 85,
9 1Plan Puebla-Panama

at 14.

Fading,supra note 45, at 3.

92

Id.

93 Id.

94 Id.
95Id.
96Id.

9"Colombia Joins Plan Puebla-Panama,supra note 13.
18See generally Tyche Hendricks, On The BorderIMaquiladoras,S.F. CHRON.,
Nov. 27, 2005, at Al, available at 2005 WLNR 19096044 (Westlaw
subscription required).
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manufactured goods99 to a "twin plant" (the maquiladora)in the
host country. °° Completed goods are then returned to the home
country for sale or shipment elsewhere. The PPP maquiladora
plan is modeled on a U.S.-Mexico program that started in 1964.101
U.S. businesses find the plan advantageous because they can
capitalize on the relatively cheap labor in Mexico, 0 2 and return
finished products to the U.S. without paying a value-added tax.' 3
The U.S.-Mexico maquiladoraprogram has been used extensively
since the 1990s even though NAFTA has reduced or eliminated
tariffs on many products.0 4 Originally restricted to Mexico's
northern border, maquiladoras are now located throughout
Mexico.' 5 Thus, the PPP will create an extended maquiladoraarea
reaching through Central America. Additionally, bio-reserves will
be established for "bio-prospecting" °6 by seed, chemical, and
pharmaceutical companies. ° 7 Plans also include infrastructures
such as water and sewage treatment plants to support the other
projects described above.0 8

" A maquiladora may produce a product other than "goods." For example,
M6rida Data is located in Mrida, Mexico. It receives information, processes that
information, and returns the assembled information to the U.S. via the Internet.
Interview with Marilyn K. Forbes, Administrator, M~rida Data S.A. de C.V., in
Mdrida, Yucatdn, Mex. (June 19, 2005).
'oo For history and discussion of the maquiladoraprogram, see David W. Eaton,
Transformation of the Maquiladora Industry: The Driving Force Behind the
Creationofa NAFTA Regional Economy, 14 ARIZ. J. INT'L & COMP. L. 747 (1997);
Jesus Silva & Richard K. Dunn, A Free Trade Agreement Between the United
States and Mexico: The Right Choice?, 27 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 937,956-59 (1990).
101 Eaton, supra note 100, at 755.
102 Silva et al., supra note 100, at 957.
103

104

Id.

Boris Kozolchyk, NAFTA in the Grandand Small Scheme of Things, 13 ARIZ.

COMP. L. 135, 138 (1996).
Silva et al., supra note 100, at 958.
10. Ryan Zinn,
The Lacandon Jungle's Last Stand Against Corporate

J. INT'L &
105

Globalization,FTAARESISTANCE.ORG, Sept. 26,2002, http://www.ftaaresistance.

org/ppp/lacandon.html.
107

Id.

1o" See generally id.
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"MundoMaya" is designed to promote and facilitate tourism
throughout the region and will require substantial infrastructure
to succeed.' °9 The highways and energy projects of the PPP would,
of course, provide some of this infrastructure. Environmental
organizations oppose Mundo Maya because of the alleged environmental harm the infrastructure will bring."'
D.

Who Pays?

The PPP projects are expensive; it is estimated that the
highway corridors alone will cost over $3 billion."' PPP funding
comes from a variety of sources. First, various international
lending organizations are assisting, including the IADB, the World
Bank, the European Union ("EU"), the Andean Development
Corporation ("CAF")," 2 and the Central American Integration
Bank ("BCIE" or Banco Centroamericano de Integraci6n
Economica)."3 Among them, the IADB is the "prime mover. " 14 As
of June 2005, it had designated $20 billion to technical assistance
for infrastructure supporting the PPP and related regional
initiatives." 5 The IADB and Central American Development Bank
have established a $5 billion credit line to promote the PPP, of
which $2 billion is earmarked for highway, seaport, and electrical

1

Plan Puebla-PanamaFading,supra note 45, at 2.
See id.; see also infra text accompanying notes 306-63, discussing the

environmental harm caused by highways, dams, and other projects.
.
See Aguilar, supra note 44.
1 12
CAF stands for La Corporaci6nAndina de Fomento, or Andean Development
Corporation. It is the funding arm of the Andean Community, an international
organization made up of Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Venezuela, and the
institutions comprising the Andean Integration System ("AIS"). For this and
further information, see "The Corporation" section of the CAF website at
http://www.caf.comview/index.asp?ms=ll&pageMs=13330.
113 For information on the BCIE, see http://www.bcie.orglenglish/index.php.
14 Plan Puebla-Panama
Fading,supra note 45, at 2.
.. Indicators: Central America, LATIN TRADE, June 2005, at 58, available at
http://www.findarticles.com/p/articles/mi-mOBEK/is613/ai_n14791775.
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interconnection projects.116 In addition, the IADB is providing $320
million for electricity programs, of which $70 million is contributed
by Spain.117 Development agencies of the United States and Japan
118
are also contributing.
Second, taxpayers from PPP countries will contribute
funding for infrastructure. 119 But Central American countries have
limited funds with which to satisfy many competing needs. 2 ° For
example, in the aftermath of a volcano eruption and Hurricane
Stan, President Francisco Flores of El Salvador postponed a
beltway project that was projected to cost $30 million. 121 The
money was redirected for hurricane relief in October 2005.122
Another $13.8 million previously designated to improve drinking
water quality and provide waste collection was reallocated to
unclog sewage systems and perform flood mitigation. 2 3 Third,
some funds will likely come from corporate investors, but such
funds are rumored to be limited. Finally, there are major effects on
the environment and cultural heritage that cannot be measured in
monetary units. 24 Citizens of the region will pay a high price for
the economic development brought about by PPP projects. Their
quality of life may be seriously diminished, and this is a price that
cannot be measured in dollars.
Cevallos, supra note 18.
117 Aguilar, supra note 44.
'
Kelly Schoolmeester, Plan Puebla-Panama, CAROLINAPEACE.ORG,
http://www.carolinapeace.org/index.php/pt/3/a/339 (last visited April 22, 2006).
116

119 Pickard, supra note 2, at 2.
120 STACEY WILSON-FORSBERG, OVERCOMING OBSTACLES ON THE ROAD TO NORTH

INTEGRATION: A VIEW FROM CANADA, Nov. 2001, available at
http://scholar.google.com/ (search on "Plan Puebla Vicente Fox," select fifth
search result, select "View as HTML").
121 Water ProjectsStalled Due to HurricaneStan Damage, Bus. NEWS
AMS., Oct.
26,2005, availableat LexisNexis (search in BNAMEN (Business News Americas
- English) database on "Water Projects Stalled Due to Hurricane Stan Damage;"
LexisNexis
subscription required).
122
AMERICAN

id.

123 id.

1'

See infra text accompanying notes 307-69, discussing these effects.
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Relationships to Other Projects

The PPP is an economic development plan. As such, it
supports the goals and mechanisms of trade agreements including
NAFTA and CAFTA, and it lays groundwork for the proposed
FTAA. 125 It also provides support for other economic development
projects such as The Trans-Texas Corridor and the South American Regional Infrastructure Integration Initiative.'26
1.

Trade Agreements

NAFTA is an international agreement among the United
States, Canada, and Mexico that took effect on January 1, 1994.127
It phases out tariffs among the three countries over a period
ending in 2009, and it liberalizes rules related to investment in
Mexico. 2 s Most businesses and investors in the U.S. support
NAFTA. However, it is opposed by many citizens and public
interest groups. Labor representatives, for example, say that
NAFTA has encouraged U.S. companies to move their operations
to Mexico, where wages are lower than in the U.S. 129 Additionally,
workers receive fewer protections in the areas of occupational
health and safety. 3 °

12'

FTAA-Free Trade of the Americas (Draft Agreement), Nov. 21, 2003, Doc.

No. FTAA.TNC/w/133/Rev.3, available at http://www.ftaa-alca.org/
FTAADraft03/Indexe. asp.
126 For discussion of these projects, see infra text accompanying notes 213-43.
127 John G. Maurier et al., North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), 2
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF Bus. 1075 (1995); see also NAFTA, supra note 19.
12For a basic description
129 James T. Peach &

of NAFTA's provisions, see Maurier et al., supranote 127.
Richard V. Adkisson, United States-Mexico Income

Convergence?, 36 J. ECON. ISSUES 423 (2002), available at
http://diglib.lib.utk.edu/utj/ei/36/jei-36-2-20.pdf.
130 For discussion of NAFTA's economic effects, see generally Calvin Terbeek,
Love in the Time of Free Trade: NAFTA's Economic Effects Ten Years Later, 12
TUL. J. INT'L & COMP. L. 487 (2004). For discussion of its environmental
provisions, see Paulette L. Stenzel, Can NAFTA's Environmental Provisions
Promote Sustainable Development?, 59 ALB. L. REV. 423 (1995) [hereinafter
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Environmentalists were divided when NAFTA was passed.
Some hoped that NAFTA's environmental provisions would provide
safeguards, but most opposed and continue to oppose NAFTA."3 1
Industrialization in Mexico has created serious environmental
problems there, and many of those problems spill into the United
States.132 Four sets of examples will serve to illustrate.
First, health problems along the U.S.-Mexico border are
epidemic. The American Medical Association asserts that "environmental degradation related to industry location on the U.S.-Mexico
border has turned the region into a 'virtual cesspool and breeding
ground for infectious diseases." 33
Second, land, air, and water contamination are rampant.
Vehicle emissions and severe traffic congestion at international
3
bridges are major sources of air pollution in border cities. 1
"Emissions from vehicles, industrial sources, burning of trash, and
residential heating, and dust from unpaved roads all contribute to
poor air quality and threaten the health of border residents." 35
Mexico City grapples with severe air pollution related to industry
36
as well as motor vehicles.
Water contamination is a serious problem throughout
Mexico, not just in border areas. 137 People who move to cities to

Sustainable Development]; see also, Howard Mann, NAFTA and the
Environment: Lessons for the Future, 13 TUL. ENVTL. L.J. 387 (1999).
131 For in-depth discussion of the original debate, see Stenzel, supra note 130.
132 See generally Diana M. Liverman et al., Environmental Issues Along the
United States-Mexico Border: Driversof Change and Responses of Citizens and
Institutions, 24 ANN. REV. ENERGY & ENV'T, 607 (1999), available at
http://www.eci.ox.ac.uk/-dliverma/CV/AREE.pdf.
133 Kori Westbrook, The North American Free Trade Agreement's
Effects on
Mexico's Environment, 10 CURRENTS: INT'L TRADE L.J. 86,89 (2001).
134
EPA, THE U.S.-MEXICo BORDER XXI PROGRAM: PROGRESS REPORT 1996-2000,
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, EPA Doc. No. 160/S/00/001 (2000), availableat http://www.
epa.gov/r6border/progress/eng/00execsum.pdf.
135
Id. at 3.
136 Paulette L. Stenzel, The U.S. and Mexico Sin Fronteras-WithoutBorders:
SustainableDevelopment from a Local Perspective, 27 WM. & MARY ENVTL. L. &

POL'y
REV. 441, 460 (2002) [hereinafter Stenzel, Without Borders].
137
Id. at 458-59.
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seek jobs live in squalor, lacking basic amenities such as potable
water and electricity. 3 8 According to Mexico's national water
commissioner, seventy-three percent of Mexico's water supply is
contaminated, including both above ground and underground
sources.' 39 A lack of drinking water is a serious problem in rural
140
areas as well as cities throughout the country.
Contamination of lands is particularly severe in the
maquiladoraareas. The maquiladorasproduce massive amounts
of hazardous waste,' 4 ' causing extensive environmental contamination in northern Mexico. Although Mexican law requires that U.S.operated maquiladorasreturn their wastes to the U.S., few abide
42
by this law. 1
Third, Mexico faces a variety of issues related to food. For
example, some of Mexico's native corn varieties have been contaminated by genetically engineered DNA.143 Furthermore, there are
major concerns about pesticides used on foods grown in Mexico
that are imported to the United States.'"
Fourth, destruction of habitat and biodiversity are serious
problems. There are more than 30,000 species of plants found in
Mexico, between 52% and 65% of its species are endemic. 145 The
U.S. and Mexico share numerous endangered or threatened
species, including monarch butterflies and gray whales. 146 The
rainforests of Chiapas are home to a multitude of animals, birds,
14
and plants, but they are being destroyed by development.
138

id.

139 Tim Weiner, Mexico Grows Parched,With Pollutionand Politics, N.Y. TIMES,

Apr. 14, 2001, at A3, available at 2001 WLNR 3331667 (subscription required).
140 id.

141

142

14

Joel Simon, Dirty Work, CAL. LAw., Feb. 1993, at 40, 42.
Id. at 43.
Susan Ferriss, Backgrounder: Genetically Modified Food, ATLANTA J.-

Feb. 28, 2002, at A7, available at 2002 WLNR 4688585 (Westlaw
subscription required).
14 Stenzel, Without Borders, supra note 136, at 461.
141 Jose Luis Villasefior et al., Strategies for the Conservation of Asteraceae in
Mexico, 12 CONSERVATION BIOLOGY 1066, 1067 (1998).
146 For further discussion, see Stenzel, Without Borders, supra note 136, at 462.
CONST.,

147 id.
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Since the 1950s in Chiapas, rainforests have been destroyed
by ranchers renting land from communal farmers ("ejidatarios").
Ranchers clear trees so the lands can be used for grazing. When
the lands are exhausted, ranchers move on, leaving behind
wasteland. 4 ' In short, NAFTA has brought a host of environmental problems to Mexico's lands and people.
In contrast to NAFTA, the CAFTA is more recent, taking
effect on January 1, 2006.149 The primary institutional supporters
of the PPP include the Inter-American Development Bank ("IDB"),
the Central American Bank for Economic Integration ("CABEI"),
and the World Bank. 5 ° CAFTA is designed to reduce trade barriers
among the United States, Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic, El
Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua. 5 ' It is significant
on various levels. Broadly, CAFTA will help shape global trade
patterns and international relations. Regionally, it will promote
economic development in ways that coordinate and even overlap
with projects that are ongoing or planned under the PPP. Moreover, CAFTA is particularly important to its members in view of
52
stalled talks for the FTAA.1
CAFTA is designed to give its members an equal opportunity to prosper from trade. "' Advocates hope that CAFTA will help
Mexico and Central America compete with China. Mexico and
Central America are in competition with China because of its
ability to produce inexpensive goods using extremely low cost

148 RON MADER, MEXICO: ADVENTURES IN NATURE 249

(John Muir Pub. 1998).

Rogers, supra note 26.
150 Sarah Aird, PrimaryPPPInstitutionalSponsors, in PLAN PUEBLA PANAMA:
149

BATTLE

OVER THE

FUTURE

OF MESOAMERICA,

2004, at 8, available at

http://www.lasolidarity.org/noppp/PDF/NoPPP-secondedition.pdf.
5 1 CAFTA was
signed by U.S. President George W. Bush on August 2, 2005. See
David Armstrong, CAFTA Signed Into Law: Bush Hails Trade PactAfter Tough
Fight in Congress, S.F. CHRON., Aug. 3, 2005, at 3, available at 2005 WLNR
12188304 (Westlaw subscription required).
152 John F. McManus, FTAA/CAFTA OppositionRising, 21 NEw AM. 44 (2005),
available at http://www.stoptheftaa.org/artman/publish/article_366.shtml.
153 Sean D. Murphy, D.C. Circuit Interpreation of Scope of FSIA "Flatow
Amendment", 98 AM. J. INT'L L., 349, 350-51 (2004).
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labor.' Another goal is to allow U.S. investors to move into
Central American countries. As investors move into the region,
they are expected to create jobs and opportunities for Central
Americans. In turn, the improved economic climate will attract
European and Asian investors, whose investments will facilitate
155
further development.
Development is expected to provide "trickle down" benefits
to citizens. New jobs will provide income to individuals and
families, and they, in turn, will use their wages to purchase goods
and services. 1 6 President Bush believes that "economic growth [in
Central America] will boost demand for U.S. goods and reduce
poverty and contribute to the rise of a vibrant middle class."' 57
Additionally, market liberalization and economic
growth are
158
expected to promote democracy in the region.
Negotiations for CAFTA took five years, and it finally
passed the U.S. House of Representatives by only two votes. It
passed the U.S. Senate by a more significant margin of 54 to 45
votes. 15 9 As a result, political leaders, businesspeople, and labor
Ginger Thompson, Fallout of U.S. Recession Drifts South Into Mexico: Jobs

154

Are Scarce and the Outlook Becomes Dismal, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 26, 2001, at C1,
availableat 2001 WLNR 3726581 (Westlaw subscription required) [hereinafter
Fallout]. As early as 2001, Mexico was suffering from competition with Central
American and Asian countries. Increased wages and inflation in Mexico have
made it cheaper for manufacturers to produce their goods in other countries,
especially China, Vietnam, and other Southeast Asian countries. Id.
155 The Americas: Central America-Nothing's Free in This World, Central
America, ECONOMIST, Aug. 6,2005, at 30, availableat http://www-personal.umich.
edu/-kathrynd/CAFTA.Aug05.PDF [hereinafter The Americas: CentralAmerica].
156 See generally Daniel P. Erikson, CentralAmerica's Free Trade Gamble, 22
WORLD POLY J.19, 21 (Winter 2004/05).
157 Press Release, U.S. Dep't of State, Bush Signs Trade Accord with Central
America, Dominican Republic: President says CAFTA-DR Will Help Region's
Economies, Democracies (Aug. 2, 2005), available at http://usinfo.state.gov/wh/
Archive/2005/Aug/02-35199.html.
158 Mason, supra note 151.
15 9

Summary Box: Senate PassesCAFTA, S.F. GATE (S.F. CHRON.), June 30,2005,

available at http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/n/a/2005/06/
30/national/w192206D02.DTL; see also David Amdur, The Passageof CAFTA, 2
EQUAL EXCHANGE JAVA JIvE 1 (2005), available at http://www.equalexchange.

comnmedia/JavaJive/JavaJive28.pdf.
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representatives continue to debate its merits. In response to
arguments that CAFTA will promote movement of goods due to
reduced tariffs, opponents point out that 75% of the region's
exports to the U.S. have been duty free for decades as a result of
other regional and bilateral trade agreements. 6 ° The real "winners" with respect to tariffs appear to be U.S. businesses. About
80% of U.S. exports to CAFTA members were scheduled to become
duty free when the pact took effect on January 1, 2006.161
Farm products were the focus of a great deal of debate and
negotiation. Reduction of tariffs on farm products is expected to be
the most beneficial aspect of the agreement for Central Americans,
but some of these reductions are troublesome to U.S. farmers. 6 2
U.S. Representatives from sugar-producing areas faced pressure
to vote against CAFTA due to farmers' fears.' 63 Similarly, representatives of textile industries complained that U.S. jobs would be
lost due to competition from Central American countries, and they
64
pressured politicians to reject the pact.
CAFTA has also faced opposition from citizens within
Central American countries. Union leaders across nations fear
detriment to local economies.' 65 There were multiple objections
raised by representatives of the seven countries at the Fifth

160

Erika Morphy, Trade Watch: CAFTA - The Rocky Path to Regional Free

Trade, FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT, Oct. 3, 2005, available at
http://www.fdimagazine.com/news/fullstory.php/aid/1440/Therocky-path-to
regionalfree-trade.html.
161 Elizabeth Becker, CostaRica to be 5th Country in New Trade Pact With U.S.,
N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 26, 2004, at A6, available at 2004 WLNR 5419859 (Westlaw
subscription required).
162 Tony Walker, The Grim Reapers, AUSTL. FINANCIAL REV., Dec. 22, 2003, at
45, available at http://afr.com/world/2003/12/24/ (subscription and payment
required) and at 2003 WLNR 13739321 (Westlaw subscription required).
163 Elizabeth Becker, A Pact on Central America Trade Zone, Minus One, N.Y.
TIMES, Dec. 18, 2003, at C1, available at 2003 WLNR 5691319 (Westlaw
subscription required).
164 id.

16'

Elizabeth Becker, Amid a Trade Deal,A Debate Over Labor,N.Y. TIMES, Apr.

6, 2004, at C 1, availableat 2004 WLNR 5432095 (Westlaw subscription required).
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Mesoamerican Forum held in El Salvador in July of 2004.166 They
argued that the agreement would:
*
*
•
0

*

Deprive Central American countries of the
1 67
ability to grow their own food;
Bankrupt small farmers in Central America;6
Allow large corporations to obtain patents on
169
natural resources including seeds;
Hurt women who would be forced to work for
low wages under poor conditions in
factories; 170 and
Increase immigration to the United States due
to poverty in Central America. 171

As a result, Central American countries had to be brought
into the agreement one by one. Gaining Costa Rica's membership
was the linchpin for the U.S. because it is the wealthiest country
in Central America and thus, the most attractive to U.S.
investors. 72 Costa Rica resisted signing because competition from
the U.S. poses a threat to its insurance and telecommunications
monopolies. 73 Its leaders finally signed because they wanted
citizens to have access to tax-free U.S. goods. 74
In response to opposition, U.S. President Bush has committed
$180 million over the first five years under CAFTA to improve
16 6

Amdur, supra note 159.

167 Id.

168 Id.
169

Id.

170Id. For discussion of the harsh working conditions for workers in El Salvador,

see Becker, supra note 165. Workers consider themselves lucky to have any job
in a country with a 42% unemployment rate. Id.
171 Amdur, supra note 159.
172 Tim Rogers, Try, Try Again, LATIN TRADE, Mar. 2004, available at
http://www.findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_mOBEKis3_12/ai_114366800.
17 3

174

Id.

Jos' Eduardo Mora, Trade: CostaRica Signs Treaty,Anti-CAFTA Unions Plan
Protests, INTER PRESS SERVICE, Jan. 29, 2004, available at
http://www.citizenstrade.org/pdf/ips-costarica.pdf.
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workers' rights and environmental protection in the Central
American countries. 175 In doing so, Bush has linked trade with aid,
and he intends to continue to do so throughout the
176
Western Hemisphere.
CAFTA is significant internationally because it will serve as
a model for other trade negotiations in this hemisphere. For
example, the U.S. will begin negotiations in 2006 for a bilateral trade
agreement with Panama. 177 In addition, Andean countries may soon
17
enter into negotiations for an agreement similar to CAFTA.
These bilateral and regional negotiations point toward the
more wide-reaching FTAA. Since 1994, a "Summit of the Americas"
has been held every two years. 179 Each summit provides a forum for
discussion of issues related to individual countries and the entire
hemisphere.' Participants include representatives of government,
members of the private sector, and non-governmental organizations
("NGOs").' 8 ' At the 1994 Miami Summit, government leaders
announced plans for a hemisphere-wide trade agreement patterned
on NAFTA.8 2 Discussions continued in 1996 in Santa Cruz de la
Sierra, Bolivia, and in 1998 in Santiago, Chile.13 At the 1998
Bush believes that CAFTA is superior to even NAFTA in terms of its labor
and environmental protection provisions for the countries involved. Press
Release, U.S. Dep't of State, U.S. Supports Better Labor, Environment Efforts
in CAFTA Nations-Officials Agree on Allocation of $20 Million in 2005 Funds
(July 19, 2005), available at http://usinfo.state.gov/wh/Archive/2005/Jul/20669544.html.
17
175

6 Id.

177

The Americas: CentralAmerica, supranote 155, at 44.

178 id.

179

Sean D. Murphy ed., ContemporaryPracticeof the United States Relating to

International
Law, 95 AM. J. INT'L L. 626, 646 (2001).
80
1

Id.

181 Id.

182

Uncle Sam Visits His Restive Neighbours-The Summit of the Americas,

ECONOMIST,
183

Nov. 5, 2005, at 377 [hereinafter Uncle Sam].

See generally Robin L. Rosenberg, The OAS and the Summit of the Americas:
Coexistence, or Integrationof Forces for Multilateralism?,43 LATIN AM. POL. &

SOC'Y 79 (2001), available at 2001 WLNR 4583885 (Westlaw subscription
required). Other Summits of the Americas included: 1994-Miami, 2001-Quebec
City, Can., and 2005-Mar del Plata, Arg. Uncle Sam, supra note 182, at 65.
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meeting, the FTAA was formally proposed and
negotiations began."8
The FTAA is designed to include thirty-four countries-all
the countries located in the Western Hemisphere, excluding
Cuba. 185 If the FTAA is created, member countries will represent
a marketplace of over 800 million people and have a gross domestic
product ("GDP") of more than $13 trillion.'86
The Miami Summit produced a declaration of principles and
a plan of action. The plan includes twenty-three initiatives and
over 150 action items; those initiatives and action items can be
divided into four categories. 187 One category included a goal that
1 88
has not been met: a 2005 deadline for creation of the FTAA.
However, the three other categories are still under discussion.
First is "Preserving and Strengthening the Community of
Democracies of the Americas."'89 This covers reforming electoral
laws, supervising elections, mediation of local conflicts, and peace
building. 90 Next is a set of initiatives designed to eradicate
discrimination and poverty in the Western Hemisphere.' 9 ' The
third relates to sustainable development, including discussion of
92
pollution prevention, preservation of biodiversity, and energy.
See Murphy, supra note 179.
185

These countries include Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Bahamas,

Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Dominica, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Grenada, Guatemala,
Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay,
Peru, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, St. Lucia, St. Kitts and Nevis, Suriname,
Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay, Venezuela, and the United States. USTR To
Lead FTAA Charge in Miami, CALTRADE REP., Nov. 17, 2003, available at

http://www.caltradereport.com/eWebPages/front-page-1069119889.html.
186 Grant D. Aldonas, The FTAA: Mapping the Road to Economic Growth and
Development, ECON. PERSPS., Oct. 2002, at 17, available at
http://usinfo.state.gov/journals/ites/1002/ijee/ftaa-aldonas.htm.
187 Paulette L. Stenzel, Summit of the Americas, 2 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BUSINESS
1693, 1694 (2000) [hereinafter Stenzel, Summit].
188
See supratext accompanying notes 179-86 for discussion of the reasons for delay.
189 Stenzel, Summit, supra note 187.
190Id.
191Id.
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At the 1998 Santiago Summit, the plan was expanded in three
When the FTAA was formally launched, its primary goal
was economic integration of the area. 94 Poverty-related initiatives
were discussed, including the need to provide clean drinking water
and fight hunger. 195 Educational plans were also added in a new set
of initiatives separate from the poverty-related initiatives.' 96
The January 1, 2005 deadline for implementation of the
FTAA has passed without any prospect of an agreement in sight.
President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva of Brazil states that the FTAA
is a low priority, 197 and Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez has
publicly called it "dead."'98 The agreement has been stalled for
many reasons. First, opponents assert that the agreement will
shift jobs outside of the U.S. and foster a race to the bottom in
areas including environmental protection, wages, workers' rights,
and human rights. 99 A second objection is that leaders of the
FTAA will answer to a regional authority that does not have a
system of checks and balances similar to that used by the U.S.
government. 2 ' The U.S. and Brazil differ on whether to include
protections for U.S. farmers and protections for intellectual
property rights. 20 1 Lastly, the terrorist acts of September 11, 2001,
diverted the attention of the U.S. from free trade, and U.S.
ways.'93

193Id.
194 Id.

195
196

Stenzel, Summit, supra note 187, at 1694.

Id.
197 Alan Clendenning, Brazil's Silva Says Free Trade Zone "Off the Agenda"for
South America's LargestEconomy, ASSOCIATED PRESS, Apr. 20, 2005, available
at http://www.globalexchange.org/campaigns/ftaa/3017.html.
19' See Raul Garces, Uruguay: Chdvez Seeks Full Entry Into Mercosur, MIAMI
HERALD, Dec. 9, 2005, at C2, available at 2005 WLNR 19826348 (Westlaw
subscription required).
'9' Paul Smith, CongressMust Reject Free TradeAgreement, BUFFALO NEWS, Sept.
8,2003, at C13, availableat 2003 WLNR 2203792 (Westlaw subscription required).
200 Activate Congress:
Stop the FTAA.org, About the FTAA,
http://www.stoptheftaa.org/artman/publish/article_439.shtml (last visited Apr.
26, 2006).
201 Clendenning, supra note 197.
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politicians and citizens have taken a more protectionist stance.2 °2
FTAA opponents claim that borders will be open for illegal
immigrants2 3 and possibly facilitate entry of terrorists into the
United States. 0 4
Nevertheless, U.S. President Bush and major businesses
continue to support the FTAA, primarily based on the economic
benefits that member nations expect to experience. 2° ' The IADB
and the World Bank have argued that the FTAA will increase the
standard of living in member countries. 2 6 They say that countries
supporting the FTAA are working together toward the common
goal of bettering the world economy.20 7
In response to stalled plans for the FTAA, other plans are
developing. The United States is taking a pragmatic approach by
pursuing less expansive agreements such as CAFTA. In South
America, countries are forming their own counterparts to CAFTA
such as the Andean Free Trade Agreement ("AFTA"). 208 In turn,

202

Abby Goodnough & Jennifer Steinhauer, Senate's Failure to Agree on

Immigration Plan Angers Workers and Employers Alike, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 9,
2006, at A35.
203 Trade Plan JeopardizesSovereignty, MODESTO BEE, Aug. 14, 2005, at B7.
204
William F. Jasper, Welcome Mat for Terrorists,NEwAM. Dec. 29,2003, at 10-11,
available at http://www.findarticles.com/p/articles/mi-go1993/is_200312/
ain6639789.
205 A Divided Left: Globalization Separates, But the Living Wage
Unites,
PERSPECTIVE, May 2001, available at http://www.digitas.harvard.edu/-perspy/
old/issues/2001may/dividedleft.html.
206 id.
207 id.

208

Press Release, U.S. Trade Rep., USTR Notifies Congress of Intent to Initiate

Free Trade Talks with Andean Countries (Nov. 18, 2003), available at http:l!
www.ustr.gov/DocumentLibrary/PressReleases/2003/November/USTR_
NotifiesCongress of Intent toInitiateFreeTradeTalkswithAndean
Countries.html; see also Andean Free Trade Agreement (AFTA) Overview,
CITIZENSTRADE.ORG, http://www.citizenstrade.org/aftaoverview.php (last visited
Apr. 25, 2006).
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2 9
members
of the MERCOSUR
0 are working to strengthen their
21 °
own organization.

2.

Plans Extending Highways North and South

At least two counterparts will extend the reach of the two
PPP corridors. In the United States, an extension of 1-69 is
planned to stretch from the Texas-Mexico border to Michigan. 21' To
the south of the PPP region, the South American Regional
Infrastructure Integration Initiative includes plans for a highway
reaching from Colombia to Chile, Argentina, and Brazil.212
To support international trade, the U.S. government wants
to construct 1-69-a "superhighway" that will stretch from Michigan to Matamoros, Mexico, at the Texas border.2 13 It will connect
with the PPP corridor in Matamoros, currently the site of more
than 45% of all FTAA-related traffic.214 If completed, it will become
the longest highway corridor in North America,2 15 facilitating the
free flow of goods from South America, through Central America
and Mexico, and as far north as the U.S. border with Canada.216
This "superhighway" faces opposition. It was initiated in
1992, but only the segment between Michigan and Indianapolis

1

209

Barry Eichengreen, What Macroeconomic Measures Are Needed For Free

Trade to Flourishin the Western Hemisphere?,46 LATIN AM. POL. & SocY 1, 2

(2004), available at 2004 WLNR 11548240 (Westlaw subscription required).
210 Clendenning, supra note 197.
211

Sprout, NAFTA Superhighway:Defending OurLands and Monkeywrenching

25 EARTH FIRST (2005), available at http://www.
earthfirstjournal.orgarticles.php?a=856.
Globalization, in
212

Humberto Marquez, Hemisphere: A FirstStep Toward a 'United States of

South America', GLOBAL INFO. NETWORK 1, Dec. 8, 2004, available at

http'//www.globalinfo.org/eng/reader.asp?ArticleId=33953 (registration required).
213 Sprout, supra note 211.
214Id.
215

See id.

216 The

U.S. Federal Highway Administration states that the objective of 1-69 is
to improve international and interstate trade in accordance with national and
state goals. Id.
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has been built.217 At the present, the project is stalled due to
opposition to the Evansville-Indianapolis segment.2 18 If the project
is stopped, the stretch of highway from the Northern Texas border
to Indianapolis may not be built.219 Opponents argue that the
highway will destroy thousands of acres of forest and wetlands and
the endangered species that live in them.22 In Indiana alone, the
highway will cross 300 acres of wetlands and 1,500 acres of forest,
including lands that are part of the Hoosier National Forest and
Patoka National Wildlife Refuge.22 ' In addition to their objections
to environmental damage, opponents argue that the costs of 1-69
cannot be justified, especially because in Indiana alone, it will cost
$2 billion.222
Nevertheless, plans for a Trans-Texas Highway stretching
from the Texas-Mexico border to the Texas-Oklahoma border have
progressed steadily since it was announced in 2002 by Texas
governor Rick Perry. 223 Thus, even if 1-69 is not completed, the
Trans-Texas corridor will be a linchpin connecting South America,
Central America, and Mexico to the United States.224 If completed,
the Trans-Texas Highway will cost approximately $175 billion and
take fifty years to complete. 22 ' The highway could be as wide as a

Sara Schoenleber, "NAFTA Superhighway" Meets Grassroots Resistance,
WASH. SPARK, Aug. 18, 2005, at 11, available at http://www.washingtonspark.
org/page-images/Augustl8th2005/World Augl82005.pdf; see also Sprout, supra
note
211.
2 18
217

Id.

219 Id.

220
221

Id.
Id.

222 Id.
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Bryon Okada, Perry Unveils ParallelRoad, Rail Proposal,FORTWORTH STAR-

Jan. 29,
focus/fr/619424/posts.
224
TELEGRAM,

2002,

available at

http://freerepublic.com/

id.

221Jim

Vertuno, Here's a Superhighway Super Enough for Texas, WASH. TIMES,

Jan. 3, 2005, available at http://www.washtimes.com/national/
20050103-121416-9736r.htm (online only; not in print edition).
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quarter mile in some places, including ten lanes for motor vehicles,
railroad tracks, and space for utility lines.226
Supporters say that the corridor is needed to create safer
ways to transport NAFTA-related goods to and from Mexico."' "We
have hazardous materials running through our city centers
because of a rail system that was built 100 years ago," states
Robert Black, a spokesperson for Texas's governor.228 Supporters
assert that new freight routes and rail lines will move goods away
from population centers, reducing the potential for harm to
humans in the event of a toxic spill.229 Moreover, efficient shipping
routes for goods and utilities are expected to lure new industry.2 °
Most of the funding for this project is expected to be private.
The Spain-based consortium Cintra will front almost all of the
money in exchange for the right to maintain and operate the tollway for fifty years.2 31 The first step will be construction of about
300 miles of four-lane toll-way from Dallas to San Antonio, which
will cost Cintra $6 billion.232 It plans to spend an additional $1.2
billion for improvements along the route. 3
The Trans-Texas Highway draws criticism for the same
reasons as the 1-69 project.2 31 It will cause significant air and
ground contamination, water pollution, and destruction of farm
and forest lands.236 Moreover, some critics say the corridor is
unnecessary because daily traffic on rural highways is well within

226Id.
227Id.
228

Vertuno, supra note 225.

229 Id.

Texas economist Ray Perryman believes the project could generate up to $135
billion over the fifty-year span. Vertuno, supra note 225.
231 Id.
230

232 Id.

Jim Vertuno, Ambitious Road Plan Moving Along, Stirring Critics, LAREDO
MORNING
TIMES, Dec. 26,2004, at 6A [hereinafter Vertuno,Ambitious Road Plan].
234 See supra
text accompanying notes 213-26.
2 35Vertuno, Ambitious Road Plan, supra note 233.
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manageable levels.236 They say the cost, equal to thirty-five years
of the current Texas state transportation budget, cannot be
justified.23 7 Approximately a half million acres will be
taken off of
23
split.
be
will
pastures
numerous
and
rolls,
rural tax
A similar extension of highways is planned south of the PPP
zone as a part of the South American Regional Infrastructure
Integration Initiative ("IRSA"), a project sometimes called the
PPP's "hemispheric twin."239 It is a program joined by twelve South
American countries and is designed to improve and modernize
infrastructure in energy, telecommunications, and transportation.24 ° If constructed, it will eventually create modem highways
stretching from Brazil, Chile, and Argentina (in the south),
through South America, Central America, Mexico, and the U.S.,
and ending in Canada.24 '
II.

ANALYSIS-EFFECTS OF PPP

This section compares the effects of the PPP to its stated
goals. First, proponents are identified and their reasoning is
discussed. Second, opponents are identified and means for
expression of their opposition are explored. Specific objections to
the PPP are also enumerated and examined. Third, based on

...
Ben Wear, Trans-Texas Corridor:Road to Futureor a DeadEnd?,AuSTIN AM.
Dec. 17, 2004, available at http://www.statesman.com/metrostate/
content/metro/12/12corridor.html (online only; not in print edition).
STATESMAN,
237 id.
238

Id.

239

Toni Solo, PlanPueblaPanamaand Free Trade-The CorporateContribution

to Low Intensity Warfare, DOUBLESTANDARDS.ORG, May 11, 2004, http://www
.doublestandards.org/solol9.html. Teri Solo is an activist based in Central
America.
Id.
240

See Robert Devlin, et al., Regional Trade and Cooperationin Latin America

and the Caribbean, 4 GEO. J. INT'L AFF. 35, 42-44 (2003), available at 2003

WLNR 13191691 (Westlaw subscription required; search by WLNR number only,
do not input Journal name and page number into "Find by Citation" field; the
Georgetown Journal of International Affairs is published by the Walsh School
of Foreign Service).
241 See Marquez, supra note 212, at 1.
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experience under NAFTA, this section explain why PPP projects
can be expected to bring detrimental effects to people of the PPP
region and to others in this hemisphere.
A.

Who Wants the PPPand Why?

"Multilateral banks, private industry, and the Central
American public are providing the capital, loans, and resources to
fund this controversial megaproject."242 The goal is to consolidate
development in Mesoamerica through transportation routes,
industrial corridors, and infrastructure projects. All of this is
designed to integrate the region with global "free trade."243 They
also assert that economic activity will strengthen democratic
institutions. Florencial Salazar, the PPP's Coordinator, said,
"[Piolitical democracy alone does not guarantee the strength and
permanence of democratic institutions unless it is accompanied by
economic development."2"4 The free trade agreement between the
U.S. and Colombia will help foster economic development in
Colombia, and contribute to efforts to counter narco-terrorism,
which threatens democracy and regional stability.245
"The theory is that some business money will trickle down
to regular people-a rising tide will lift all boats."246 That same
rationale is also used to justify NAFTA, CAFTA, and the FTAA.
Businesses allege that there is a "trickle down" of economic
benefits to citizens when business activities increase.24 7 For
example, the sale of oil, mineral deposits, and timber will bring
foreign income. Additionally, tourism will bring more people into
O'Neill, supra note 29, at 4.

242
243

244
215

Id.

Aguilar, supra note 44.
Press Release, United States Trade Representative, United States and

Colombia Conclude Free Trade Agreement (Feb. 27, 2006), available at
http://www.state.gov/p/wha/rls/62197.htm.
24 6
Ramon Castellblanch, Free Market is CripplingLatinAmerica, THE RECORD
(Kitchener-Waterloo, Ontario, Can.), Aug. 21, 2002, at All, available at
LexisNexis (search for author's name and article title in KWREC database;
LexisNexis subscription required).
247
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the region, who, in turn, will leave foreign currency (primarily U.S.
dollars) in the region in exchange for food and services.248 The
hotel, restaurant, and related tourism services will provide
employment for local citizens and managers who will come from
outside the region.249
Multinational corporations will benefit from an inexpensive
labor force just as they do in Mexico as a result of NAFTA This
has been a significant lure for U.S. investors in Mexico, and the
Central American region is expected to provide labor that is even
thirty to forty percent lower in cost than in Northern Mexico.25 °
Leaders of the PPP countries hope that U.S. companies can be
enticed to Central America instead of to China and other Southeast Asian countries. 5 ' Even if it cannot match the low wages of
China, however, Central America has the advantage of proximity
to the U.S., thus saving shipping time and costs. 2 2 Nevertheless,
competition will be stiff. It is reported that factories are leaving
Mexico for Asia because effective wages in Mexico average $2 to $3
per hour while wages in Indonesia average $1.19 per hour and
wages in China average 43 cents per hour.253
Pharmaceutical, seed, and genetic research firms expect to
benefit from the PPP through the Mesoamerican Biological
Corridor, or MBC.254 The corridor will give such companies "the
right" to harvest the natural resources of the lands, especially
herbs and plants that may be of medicinal value. 255 As part of the

248

Marcos Aleman, CentralAmerica Joins Mexico in Major Development Plan,

ASSOCIATED PRESS, June 16, 2001, available at http://www.globalexchange.

org/countries/americas/mexico/news/ap061601.html.
249 2005 Job Growth Strongest in 5 Years, WASH. POST, Feb. 20, 2006, at D-02.
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GlobalExchange.org, Programs in the Americas: Plan Puebla Panama (PPP),
http://www.globalexchange.org/countries/americas/mexico/ppp/ppp.html
visited Apr. 26, 2006).
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PPP's "new image" when it was re-launched in 2004, the biological
corridor was separated from the PPP.256 Nevertheless, plans for the
MBC continue.
Proponents assert that the PPP will create jobs in the
region, which will in turn reduce poverty rates.25 7 Overall, they say
that the region will experience greater economic, social, and
political stability.258 Greater economic stability and less living in
decrease the unrest that could lead to drug
poverty will, ostensibly,
25 9
dealing and terrorism.
Opposition to the PPP

B.

The PPP is based on economic development and assumes
that development left in the hands of government leaders and
bureaucrats and private sector businesses is the best option for
those in the region. Numerous NGOs with widely varied constituencies disagree with that premise and oppose the ppp. 260 These
include broad-based environmental and human rights organizations. 261' Hundreds of other groups, many of them representing
affected indigenous communities, have been formed specifically to
oppose the ppp.262 In particular, The Network Opposed to the Plan

Pickard, supra note 2, at 5. For discussion of the MBC, see supra text
accompanying notes 254-55.
257 Latin Am. Inst., Mexican PresidentVicente Fox Touts Plan Puebla-Panama
256

to Too Few Presidents,Too Many Protesters,NOTICEN: CENTRAL AMERICAN &
April 1, 2004, availableat 2004 WLNR 6607343 (Westlaw
subscription required).
CARIBBEAN AFFAIRS,
25

Joseph Contreras & Curt Hopkins, Roads to Riches?, NEWSWEEK, Sept. 8,

2003, at 33, availableat 2003 WLNR 10694433 (Westlaw subscription required).
259
For a discussion ofwhy opponents assert that PPP projects will increase social
unrest and facilitate drug dealing and terrorism, see infra text accompanying
notes 321-432.
260 Diego Cevallos, The Rocky Road from Puebla to Panama,TIERRAMERICA, Oct.
18, 2002, http://tierramerica.net/2002/1014/iarticulo.shtml.
261 Wendy Call, Resisting the PlanPuebla-Panama,AMERICASPOLICY.ORG, Sept.
3,2002, at http://americas.irc-online.org/citizen-action/series/02-ppp-body.html.
262 Id.
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Puebla Panama ("NoPPP") was organized to serve as an umbrella
organization for PPP opponents throughout the region.263
PPP opponents distribute information at public meetings and
through organized public protests, thereby reaching local citizens
directly. 264 A great deal of information is also available via the
Internet and accessible throughout the world.265 The Internet, as a
tool, is particularly valuable because of its low cost. Thus, environmentalists, representatives ofindigenous communities, and others
who generally have limited funds can still make their voices heard.
Twenty years ago, a lack of funding would have prevented this.
Over 500 groups have participated in meetings designed to
both educate the public about the PPP's potential effects and to
consolidate opposition to the plan. 266 Examples of major
gatherings include:

*
*
*

268

May 2001-300 groups in Tapachula,
267
Chiapas
8
November 2001-350 groups in Guatemala 26
July 2002-350 groups in Nicaragua,269
November
2003-numerous
groups
in
°
Honduras, and

Lasolidarity.org, What Is NoPPP?, http://lasolidarity.org/noppp/whatis.htm

(last visited Apr. 4, 2006).
264 Id.

See generally Jim Carlton, Technology-The Best Way To ... Organize a
Protest, WALL ST. J., Sept. 15, 2003, at R13, available at http://online.wsj.com/
public/page/30466.html?mod=topnav-0-0012
(subscription or payment
required; available through ProQuest Archiver; for abstract, access 2003 WLNR
3130112, Westlaw subscription required; on file with the William and Mary
Environmental Law and Policy Review). The Zapatistas have used the Internet
to voice their protests since 1994. Id.
26 See Call, supra note 261.
267 Pickard, supra note 2, at 2.
268 Karen Hansen-Kuhn, Central Americans Speak Out Against CAFTA,
265
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TRADE,

Mar.

2005,

http://www.global

exchange.org/campaigns/ cafta/actions.html.
269 Id.

270

Id. "The PPP made it evident that the corporate globalization driving this type
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July 2004-numerous groups in El Salvador.271
This first gathering in Tapachula is remarkable because it took
272
place only two months after the official launch of the ppp.
Moreover, this series of gatherings reflects a major change in the
relationships among Mexican and Central American grassroots
organizations. The PPP gave them a catalyst, causing them to
come together to share information, create networks, and
consider alternatives.
Protests on a smaller scale are ongoing as well, raising
concerns about the problems that will be introduced or exacerbated
by the PPP and related projects such as CAFTA.2 73 For example, in
Costa Rica, there was a series of eight protests between January,
2003 and October, 2004.274 The January, 2003 protests coincided
with CAFTA negotiations in San Jos6, Costa Rica.275 The various
protests were based on concerns including: (1) opposition to CAFTA;
(2) scandals related to bribes taken by public officials, including two
former presidents of Costa Rica; (3) privatization of telecommunications and insurance; and (4) the need for higher wages.276
C.

Objections to PPP

The PPP is criticized for its insufficient funding and harmful
effects. 277 Critics call it a twenty-first century version of

grassroots groups should respond as one. Since the Tapachula meeting, this
regional gathering (now called 'With Globalization the People Come First') has
been held in three Central American cities, with greater participation every time."
Miguel Pickard, The Plan PueblaPanamaRevived: Looking Back to See What's
Ahead, IRC AMERICAS PROGRAM (SPECIAL REPORT), Jun. 1, 2004, available at
http://www.globalexchange.org/countries/americas/mexico/2090.html.
271 Hansen-Kuhn, supra note 268.
272

Pickard, supra note 274.

273

See generally Hansen-Kuhn, supra note 268.

274 id.
275 Id.
276 Id.

277

See generally Pickard, supra note 2, at 5.
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colonialization.2 78 They assert that the PPP countries fail to
provide meaningful support for the social goals of the PPP, and
they object to its lack of transparency.2 7 9 Environmentalists are
alarmed because the PPP promotes non-sustainable development. 28" Labor groups are concerned about the exploitation of
workers in Central America.2"' Still other critics highlight its
devastating effects on local economic systems, social relations,
cultures, and archaeological treasures of the region's indigenous
people.282 Additionally, the Plan has the potential to facilitate drug
trafficking and terrorism. These concerns are addressed below.
Illusion of Support for Social Projects

1.

Critics assert that the PPP's goals related to social needs are
illusory. Indeed, there are few specific projects in place to meet
social needs such as health care, education, environmental
protection, and sustainable development.283 Moreover, the distribution of PPP funding confirms that attention to social needs is
minimal; economic development receives by far the majority of
funding. 284 The percentage of the total budget allocated to each
project is shown below:
1. Sustainable development (0.4%),
2. Human development (0.8%),

278

See Wendy Call, Restricting the Plan Puebla-Panama, IRC AMERICAS

PROGRAM, Sept. 3, 2002, availableat http://www.globalexchange.org/countries/
americas/mexico/ppp/318.html.
279 See Call, supra note 261.
280 See infra text accompanying note 306 (regarding sustainable development).
281 Vincent McElhinney, Maquiladoras:The March (ofSweatshops) Toward the
South, in PLAN PUEBLA PANAMA: BATTLE OVER THE FUTURE OF MESOAMERICA,
2004, at 20-21, available at http://www.lasolidarity.org/noppp/PDF/NoPPPsecondedition.pdf.
282 Cevallos, supra note 18.
283 See Pickard, supra note 2.
284/Id.
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3. Prevention and mitigation of natural disasters

(0.7%),
4. Promotion of tourism (1.3%),
5. Facilitation of trade (0.6%),
6. Highway integration (85.2%),
7. Energy integration (11.1%), and
8. Integration of telecommunication services (0.03%).285
2.

Lack of Transparency

Opponents of PPP claim that the plan's funding and
operations lack transparency in several ways. Lists of each country's projects and budgets are not available to the public. 28 6 "Social
organizations also criticize the nearly covert nature of the PPP, its
lack of publicity, and the resulting ignorance of the populations of
the involved countries about what PPP means for them."28 7 At an
October 2003 meeting of NGOs, one participant said, "It is very
disappointing that, with an operating budget of between US$4
billion and US$5 billion, only US$1 million is allocated for information, consultation, and facilitation of participation of a civil society
of some 62 million affected people."28 8 While the PPP had designated some funds for the dissemination of information and the
engagement of citizen participation, instead the money was used to
hire consultants to improve the PPP's image.28 9
3.

Neocolonialism

Critics assert that the PPP is "neocolonialist" 290 because its
primary beneficiaries would be multinational corporations, not
285

Id. at 5. Note that percentages given by this source total 100.23%. Id. For

further discussion, see PLAN PUEBLA-PANAMA INICIATIVAS
MESOAMERICANOS, supra note 67.
286 See Call, supra note 261.

217 Plan Puebla-PanamaFading,supra note 45.
288
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289 Id.

210 Cevallos, supra note 18.
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citizens of the participating countries.29 ' The multinational
corporations would profit from the cheap labor of citizens who do
not have other employment opportunities.2 92 The PPP would also
take natural resources such as trees, minerals, and oil from
citizens to sell or give to the corporations.293 Any payment for these
resources would go to governments, not directly to citizens.294
Failure to Protect Workers

4.

The PPP lacks measures to protect workers from the abuses
that they suffer in the maquiladoras of Mexico. 295 Although
workers in Mexico have numerous rights, they are poorly enforced.
Health and safety requirements are often unenforced, and labor
rights such as the freedom of workers to collectively organize are
often ignored.296 Mexican laws prohibit hiring and workplace
discrimination against women, and there is guaranteed maternity
leave.297 Yet, those laws are routinely violated, even to the point of
requiring pregnancy tests before hiring decisions are made.298
Maquiladorasalso often fail to comply with legal mandates such
291

292

Id.
Kari Lydersen, NAFTA, the FTAA and.., the PPP?,LIP MAGAZINE, Sept. 10,

2001, available at http://www.alternet.org/globalization/11459/.
293

See generally Sonya A. Diehn, EscaleraNautica: Stairway from Heaven to

Hell: Developers Descend into the Gulf of California,in 23 EARTH FIRST (2003),

availableat http://www.earthfirstjournal.org/articles.php?a=683 (regarding the
infrastructure of industrialization).
294 See generally Wisconsin Coordinating Council on Nicaragua (WCCN),
Globalization in a Land of Resource, http://www.wccnica.org/articles/ppp.html
(last visited April 26, 2006).

Laura Carlsen, Indigenous Communities in Latin America: Fighting for
ControlofNaturalResources in a GlobalizedAge, AMERICASPROGRAM.ORG, July
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296
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as using locally-made goods as inputs, or transferring technology
to the host country. 29 9 "Maquiladorasde-link production from the
host country's needs, and respond exclusively to the needs of the
[corporations] that set them up.""0 It can be expected that as
maquiladorasare brought from Mexico into Central America, the
violations of labor law and hazardous working conditions for
employees will continue.
5.

The Thwarting of Sustainable Development

The PPP's first stated goal is to "support sustainable
development."30 ' Yet, as they are implemented, PPP projects will
do just the opposite; they will bring severe harm to the air, land,
and water of the region.
Defining sustainable development is important because the
term is used in many different contexts. This article relies on a
frequently used definition that originated in 1997 with the World
Commission on Environment and Development ("WCED"), a United
Nations body. The WCED says that sustainable development is
"development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs."30 2
The PPP plans, as well as other projects that are being
implemented, deter sustainable development in numerous ways.
First, industrial hazardous and non-hazardous wastes that are
already generated will increase as more production is brought to
the area.0 3 However, the area lacks treatment and storage
299
300

See InteramericanDevelopment Bank, supra note 296.
CIEPAC (Center for Economic and Political Investigations of Community

Action), Plan PueblaPanamaSpells DisasterForMexico and CentralAmerica?
(Chiapas Today Bulletin #312), availableat http://www.organicconsumers.org/
Corp/chiapastoday312.cfm (last visited Apr. 27, 2006) (emphasis added).
301
See generally Imre Szeman, PlanPueblaPanama,GLOBALAUTONOMY.CA, Apr.
11, 2005, available at http://www.globalautonomy.ca/globall/glossaryentry.jsp?id=EV.0029.
302 WORLD COMM'N ON ENV'T & DEV., OUR COMMON FUTURE 43 (1987).
303 Adrian Boutureira, Toxic Legacy of the Maquiladoras, in PLAN PUEBLA
2004, at 22-23, available
at http://www.lasolidarity.org/noppp/PDF/NoPPP-secondedition.pdf.
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facilities for these wastes. °4 This has been a massive problem in
Mexico under NAFTA, 3°5 and similar results are likely under the
PPP. Moreover, tourist facilities would contribute run-off from
pesticides and herbicides. Hotels and restaurants would generate
solid wastes and sewage requiring storage and treatment plants.
Second, the public is uninformed about the environmental
effects of PPP projects. Environmental impact statements have not
been completed in preparation for the PPP, and there are no plans
06
to require them.
Third, the PPP will accelerate the already alarming rate of
deforestation in Mexico and Central America." °7 Mexico ranked
third in the world from 2000-2005 for highest average annual
deforestation of primary forests by area. °s Projects such as
highways, dams, and factories would destroy animal species,
39
animal habitats, and biodiversity.
Fourth, the Mesoamerican Biological Corridor, first a part
of the PPP and now a "secondary" project, will facilitate the ongoing theft of indigenous knowledge and resources. 30 This theft
pre-dates the PPP. For example, in 1998, the University of Georgia
began a five-year project budgeted at $2.5 million to collect and
examine microorganisms used for healing by Mayans. 31 Eleven
Mayan groups came together to protest the project through the
Consejo Estatal de Parterasy Medicos Indigenas Tradicionalesde
304 id.

305

306
307

See supra text accompanying notes 132-48.
See Call, supra note 261.
Gustavo Castro Soto, Call to Action, in PLAN PUEBLA PANAMA: BATTLE OVER

FUTURE OF MESOAMERICA,
2004, at 41-42, available at
http://www.lasolidarity.org/noppp/PDF/NoPPP-secondedition.pdf.
308Rhett Butler,AnotherLook
at Global RainforestConservation:AreRainforests
THE

Still in Need of Saving?, Apr. 19, 2005, availableat http://news.mongabay.coml
2005/1127-rainforests.html.
309 For discussion of clearing of rainforest lands for grazing see supra, text
accompanying note 148.
31
oSee e.g., Rural Advancement Foundation Int'l, BiopiracyProject in Chiapas,
Mexico: Denounced by Mayan Indigenous Groups, University ofGeorgiaRefuses
to Halt Project, Jan. 12, 1999, http://www.primalseeds.org/newsldec.htm.
311 Id.
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Chiapas (State Council of Indigenous Traditional Midwives and
Healers of Chiapas), and they asked that other indigenous people
in Chiapas refuse to cooperate with research as well." 2 "Sebastian
Luna, an indigenous Tzeltal spokesperson for the group says, 'the
project is a robbery of traditional indigenous knowledge and
resources, with the sole purpose of producing pharmaceuticals that
will not benefit the communities that have managed and nurtured
these resources for thousands of years."'313 He continues, saying
the project explicitly proposes to patent and privatize
resources and knowledge that have always been
collectively owned... Besides being totally contradictory to our culture and traditions, the project creates
conflict within our communities as some individuals,
pressured by the grave economic situation, collaborate with the researchers for a few pesos or tools.314
The University of Georgia, however, has refused to halt the project.315
The MBC assists corporations including Monsanto,
Syngenta, Diversa, and Pulsar as they seek access to the resources
of the Maya people.316 Under the banner of"biodiversity conservation and management," the World Bank is assisting private
investors in their search for medicinal plant remedies in the
Lacand6n forest in Chiapas.317 An NGO with the misnomer
"Conservation International" is also assisting by working with
companies to identify and patent plant remedies." 8 The Pulsar
group includes one of the largest transgenic seed companies in the

312 id.
313 Id.
314
315
311

Id.

Id.
Sophie Style, Down Mexico Way,

ECOLOGIST,

June 2001, at 50, available at

http://www.chiapasnews.ukgateway.net/news/010528.html.
317
318

Id.
Id.
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world and is headed by Alfonso Romo, a multi-millionaire who is
a strong proponent of the PPP and an ally to Vicente Fox.319
Fifth, PPP energy projects rely on harmful sources. Natural
gas lines destroy forests, disturb habitats, and pollute water. Dams
and hydroelectric plants cause similar destruction and also destroy
archaeological treasures.32 °
6.

Destruction of Indigenous Communities

PPP projects that are implemented will harm indigenous
communities in a variety of ways. Highways, development
corridors, electrical grids, telecommunications, and other economic
development projects will disrupt, divide, and ultimately destroy
a variety of the components of local communities. 32 ' They will
disrupt local economic systems, social relations, and cultural
institutions; for example, it has been noted that, among other
things, the projects will destroy both "Maya sacred religious sites
and the natural environment." 322 Overall, the implemented PPP
projects will produce a domino-like chain of effects, destroying the
lifestyles, heritage, culture, and spirituality of indigenous people.
This destruction will be on a large scale, as the PPP countries
include nearly 14 million indigenous people and at least 100
323
distinct ethnic groups.
Various NGOs are speaking out on behalf of the indigenous
people of the region. Hector de la Cueva, spokesperson for The
Mexican Action Network for Free Trade, says, "[T]he promises of

319 Id.

320 For

discussion of the damage connected with construction of dams, see infra
text
321 accompanying notes 354-58.
Brendan O'Neill, Overview-PlanPueblaPanama:Battle Over the Future of

Mesoamerica, in PLAN PUEBLA PANAMA: BATTLE OVER THE FUTURE OF
MESOAMERICA, 2004, at 4-7, available at http://www.lasolidarity.org/

noppp/PDF/NoPPP-secondedition.pdf.
3' Bender, supra note 278.
Adridin Boutureira, The Zapatistas Resist and Create, in PLAN PUEBLA
PANAMA: BATTLE OVER THE FUTURE OF MESOAMERICA, 2004, at 35-36, available

323

at http://www.lasolidarity.org/noppp/PDF/NoPPP-secondedition.pdf.
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the PPP are the same as all of the free trade projects being
negotiated in the Americas. The only thing it seeks, like the others,
is to facilitate cheap and reliable labor to the detriment of culture,
the environment, and people's liberties."324 Leaders of the Mexican
Action Network say that the PPP represents "harm to their
cultures, misery wages[,] and exploitation." 25
Joining the anti-PPP movement is Mexico's Ejdrcito
Zapatista de Liberaci6n Nacional ("EZLN" or the Zapatista
National Liberation Army, also known as the Zapatistas) 6 At the
stroke of midnight on January 1, 1994, the effective date of
NAFTA, the Zapatistas led an uprising in the state of Chiapas.327
Protesting the effects of NAFTA on indigenous communities, they
called upon Mexicans to overthrow their government.328 The
Zapatista protests have continued to the present day.329
Proponents of the PPP attempt to justify the displacement
of indigenous people by arguing that the land those people occupy
is not productive. 33' They claim that unless the land contributes to
the economic development of the country, it should not be sitting
idle, and under the PPP, unproductive land will be used to attract
331
additional businesses and increased economic activity to Mexico.
Yet, this may not necessarily be the case.
Even if economic development programs bring increased
employment through maquiladoras,those additional jobs are at
the cost of divided villages, broken families, and disruption of
centuries-old traditions. Moreover, if recent history is indicative,
31 Cevallos, supra note 260.
325

Id.

326 See PRESTON

& DILLON, supra note 40, at 230.

327 id.

For a description of the uprising, see id. at 230-31.
329 For a description of the activities of the Zapatistas in the decade following the
328

1994 uprising, see id. at 442-60. The Zapatista uprising led to a "deluge" of
federal aid for other indigenous communities in Mexico. Yet, that deluge was
simultaneous with a persecution ofZapatista followers that radicalized them and
isolated them from the rest of Mexico. Id.
330 Romeo Tiu L6pez, Mayan Spirituality and Lands in Guatemala, 21 ARIZ. J.
INT'L & COMP. L. 223, 250 (2004).
331 Id.
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jobs created through the programs may disappear after only a few
years. For example, in the early years of NAFTA, Mexico's
economy grew tremendously.3 32 Yet, in 2001, in the wake of
terrorist attacks in the United States, Mexican manufacturing was
adversely affected and many Mexican workers lost their jobs.333
The attacks on the U.S. hit Mexico quickly, affecting large and
small businesses alike." 4 Moreover, Mexico is losing jobs to China
and other countries of Southeast Asia.
Physical division of a village alters economic systems and
social relations that are based on centuries-old ways of life.
Conversion of land and buildings to new uses causes many citizens
to lose their source of livelihood. Forced to move elsewhere to seek
employment, communities are torn apart.336 State policies that
promote development with respect to lands, natural resources,
agro-industrial businesses, tourism, and pharmaceutical companies threaten centuries-old social, cultural, and economic practices
and institutions. 33 7 "[Liands that once belonged to indigenous
people, are now passing, with or without authorization, into
private hands for the purpose of making them 'productive.' 338
The area of the Usumacinta river is at the center of the
debate on the balance between economic development and
preservation of the culture, lifestyle, and heritage of indigenous
people. 339 The river divides Mexico and Guatemala, and is one of
the most important rivers in the Western Hemisphere for cultural,
See generally M. Ayhan Kose et al., How Has NAFTA Affected the Mexican
Economy? Review and Evidence, (IMF Working Paper No. WP/0459, 2004),
332

available at http://www.imf.orgexternal/pubs/ft/wp/2004/wp0459.pdf.
...
See Barbara Hagenbaugh, Between 2 Economic Extremes, USA TODAY, Aug.
14, 2002, at 3B, available at http://www.usatoday.com/money/markets/world/
2002_08_14northamericax.html, and available at 2002 WLNR 4500159
(Westlaw subscription required).
" For a discussion of the economic slowdown in Mexico, see Stenzel, Without
Borders,
supra note 136, at 453-55.
33 5

See supra text accompanying notes 154-64.
See McElhinney, supra note 281, at 22.
...
See L6pez, supra note 330, at 224.
338
336

339

1d,

Id. at 254.
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environmental, and economic reasons.34 ° It marks the northern
limit of the tropical forest ecosystem in the Western Hemisphere,
and it was at the heart of ancient Mayan civilization.341 Ancient
Mayans used the river for travel and trade, and today's Mayans
continue to do so within the confines of lands left to them by the
Guatemalan and Mexican governments.342 If built, dams proposed
for the river will damage homes, local economic systems, culture,
and archaeological sites, pitting demands for economic development against the need to preserve the lifestyles of Mexico's
indigenous people.343
Proponents of the Usumacinta dams assert that they will help
improve the lives of Mexico's people. President Vicente Fox states
that dams will bring development to the region and become a key
part of the PPP. 3 ' Developers view the river as a source of electricity
for industry and millions of Mexicans.' Fox asserts that the dams
will promote the PPP's goals by encouraging foreign investment and
creating local employment opportunities in Mexico.346
Protesters oppose construction of dams because of the large
bodies of water that will form behind them. The body of water
behind one of them will flood agricultural lands as well at least
eighteen archaeological sites.347 Moreover, this area has not been
extensively studied and many more sites probably exist.348 Alfredo
Elias Ayub, director of Mexico's Comisi6n Federal de Electricidad
("CFE," or Federal Electricity Commission), stated in a 2004
340 id.

31 For a fascinating account of travels on the Usumacinta River and through the

Lacand6n forest, see generally CHRISTOPHER

SHAW, SACRED MONKEY RIVER:

A

CANOE TRIP WITH THE GODS (2000).
342Id.
3

Weiner, supra note 85.

344 Boyd-Barrett, supra note 86.
34' Weiner, supra note 85.
346

Boyd-Barrett, supra note 86.

347Id.

34' Fernando Pueblo-Olivares et al, Status and Conservation ofAvifauna of the

Yaxchildn NaturalMonument, Chiapas,Mdxico, 13 ORNITOLOGIANEOTROPICAL
381, 382 (2002) available at http://elibrary.unm.edu/sora/ON/v013nO4/
p0381-p0396.pdf (last visited Apr. 23, 2006).
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memorandum that "no dam will be built in the state of Chiapas at
least between now and 2012." 3 "9 However, it is unclear whether
this decision stemmed from lack of an economic justification for the
dams or in response to public opposition.25 °
In the short term, pursuit of dam projects fuels opposition
by indigenous people who are already enraged by the policies of the
Mexican government. Opponents of the dam fear that groups such
as the Zapatista rebels of Mexico351 will see the dams as a furthering of the "sinister imperial plots" of the Mexican government
against indigenous people.352
In the long term, the most alarming and insidious effect of
the PPP projects will be the destruction of the lives of indigenous
people. When people are driven from their lands, families are
divided and lifestyles are destroyed. Centuries-old traditions die,
religious practices are altered or abandoned, and spiritual ways are
lost forever.353 For example, the Tz'utujil Maya of Guatemala
maintained their culture for over five hundred years following the
Spanish Conquest. M In 1990, the Tz'utujil people of the Lago de
Atitldn ("the Atitecos") united to drive the Guatemalan Army from
their village after nearly a decade of occupation.355 Yet, in the
aftermath, the Atitecos are abandoning traditional Mayan culture,
and some even demonize their traditional ways. 5 6 Indigenous

3" Latin Am. Newsletters, MEXICO: No More Dams to Be Built in Chiapas,
LATIN AM. WEEKLY REP., Mar. 2, 2004, at 9, available at 2004 WLNR 307474
(Westlaw subscription required).
3 50
Id.
351 For discussion of the Zapatistas, see supra,text accompanying notes 326-29.
352 Weiner, supra note 85.
313 For an in-depth discussion of the spiritual traditions of the Tz'utujil people of
the Lago de Atitlin, see generally MARTIN PRECHTEL, LONG LIFE, HONEY IN THE
HEART: A STORY OF INITIATION AND ELOQUENCE FROM THE SHORES OF A MAYAN
LAKE (Jeremy P. Tarcher ed., 1999).
354 ROBERT S. CARLSEN, DAVID CARRASCO, & MARTIN PRECHTEL, THE WAR FOR
THE HEART AND SOUL OF A HIGHLAND MAYA TowN (U. of Tex. Press 1997).
35 5

Id. at 157-59.
For an in-depth ethnography of this destruction of the lives, culture, and
spirituality of the people of the Lago de Atitldn, see id.
356
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communities of Guatemala have been conquered both physically and
spiritually, and the PPP projects threaten to reinforce this process.
Many indigenous people have been driven off of their
ancestral lands in Mexico and Central America without compensation, whether those lands were privately owned or communallyowned by a particular indigenous group." Ongoing PPP projects
are accelerating this practice, and further PPP plans will continue
this trend.358
In response to concerns about indigenous people, the PPP
leaders created a new advisory group in 2002: El Grupo Asesor
Para la Partiicipaci6n Indigena y Etnica ("GAPIE" or The
Assessment Group for Indigenous and Ethnic Participation).5 9
However, indigenous groups have been reluctant to participate,
some wanting nothing to do with the PPP. 3"' Others want more
direct access to decision making; participation on an advisory
panel is insufficient to gain their support. 3"' Leaders of the PPP
have said that the interests of indigenous people and other
minorities will be considered,36 2 but concrete plans beyond the
advisory group are not available.363
Facilitation of Drug Trafficking and Terrorism

7.

The PPP is likely to facilitate an increase in drug production
and trafficking in Mexico and Central America through two
avenues. First, the PPP's transportation and communication
projects will make it easier for drug gangs to operate. Second,
destruction of villages and economic displacement of citizens will

"' L6pez, supra note 330, at 235-36.
358

Id. at 250.

311 Plan Puebla-PanamaFading,supra note 45.
3601 d.
361 Id.

See Aguilar, supra note 44.
36 For discussion of how measures taken to improve transparency lack
substance, see Pickard, supra note 2, at 6-7.
362
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prompt impoverished people to deal in drugs and support terror36 5
ists. 364 In short, "crime and terrorism feed on poverty."
Latin America is a severely impoverished area. According to
the U.N. Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, 221 million people in the area live in poverty. And 44% of those
poor people, that is ninety-seven million, live in extreme poverty.366
"Extreme poverty" is defined as living on $1 or less per day.367
The PPP region is a land of indigenous people lacking the
economic resources to stand up to the power of governments and
MNCs. 3 ' The region encompasses about one million square kilometers and contains about sixty-five million people.369 Poverty rates in
the PPP region are even worse than in greater Latin America: about
fifty percent are classified as being in extreme poverty.37 ° In certain
countries, rates of extreme poverty are even higher, rising to seventy
percent in Honduras and Guatemala.3 7 ' In addition, twenty percent
of the people of the PPP area are illiterate.7 They also need better
health care, as evidenced by the fact that between twenty and forty
of every 1,000 live births die before age five, and twenty five percent
of the children are undernourished.373
There is a huge gap between the rich, elite leaders, and
business people controlling the PPP projects, and the citizens of
the area who will bear the cost of the projects.374 The poor could
turn to "radical and destructive" behavior as they face continuing

3r

Jack Epstein, Life Sentence: As the World's Rich Bemoan Terrorism, the

World's PoorLive Another Kind ofReality-Deathby Poverty, LATINTRADE, June
2005, at 20, available at http://www.findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_mOBEK/
is
6 13/ai n14791757.
36 5
Id.
366

id.

367

Id.

" Cevallos, supra note 18.
Pickard, supra note 2, at 2.

161
37 0
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371 Id.
372
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pressures from the ppp.375 In a speech before the OAS in 2005,
former U.S. President Jimmy Carter acknowledged this threat
of our time is the growing gap
saying, "[T]he greatest challenge
376
poor."
and
rich
between the
This disparity in wealth between the rich and the poor has
already led to crimes in the U.S. and Central America.3 7 7 "Maras"
are gangs of young criminals, most of them originating in Central
America and Mexico in the past.7 Poverty and lack of land lead
young people to join these maras.379 As members, they engage in
illegal transportation of migrants (also called "migrant trafficking"), drug dealing, and kidnapping. 3 ° Ease of transportation and
new technology over the past decade have made it easier for the
maras to communicate, travel, and transport drugs. As a result,
they currently operate in the U.S., Mexico, and Central America.38 '
Mara Salvatrucha, also known as the MS-13 gang, origi-

nated in the U.S. instead of Central America.382 "Salvatrucha"is
slang for either a Salvadoran or a "shrewd person."38 3 In the 1980s,
after fleeing war-torn El Salvador, youths organized a rebel gang
in the slums of Los Angeles. 38 During the 1990s, U.S. authorities

conducted a crackdown and deported thousands of members to
3" Epstein, supra note 364.
376 Id.
37 Ana
Arana, How the Street~angsTook CentralAmerica, 84 FOREIGN AFF. 98,
100 (2005), available at http://www.foreignaffairs.org/20050501faessay84310/
(preview only;
ana-arana/how-the-street-gangs-took-central-america.html
subscription or payment required; full copy on file with the William and Mary
Environmental Law and Policy Review).
378 See id.
379

See id.

3 0 See,

e.g.,Jerry Seper, al Qaeda Seeks Tie to Local Gangs, WASH. TIMES, Sept.
28, 2004, at A01, available at 2004 WLNR 799342 (Westlaw subscription
required).
381 Arana, supra note 377.

Id.
Id.Different sources offer different translations, the literal translation being
"save the trout." Id.
" Profile: Mara Salvatrucha Gang in the U.S. and Central America (radio
broadcast on NPR's "All Things Considered," Mar. 17, 2005).
382
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their native countries.1 5 As a result, gang members returned to
countries such as El Salvador, Honduras, and Guatemala.386 Upon
arriving, their only ties with their native countries were with their
gangs. Thus, MS- 13, which had previously been almost nonexistent
in the region, grew quickly in Central America, recruiting additional members from the region's large population of disenfranchised youth.387 Local officials now estimate the gang populations
at 70,000-100,000 members throughout Central America. 8 These

gangs are returning to the United States, as well as Mexico. 38 9 MS-

13 has spread as far as Boston and "even wealthy Fairfax County
in Virginia, home to many of Washington's elite."39 ° The group has
been linked to dozens of murders, and it has helped develop a
flourishing illegal drug trade.39'
The PPP's highways linking South America to North
America will facilitate the work of these gangs as they transport
drugs, illegal immigrants, and money even more easily. Moreover,
Colombia's membership in the PPP, although limited, highlights
the threat of gangs, drug dealing, 392 and terrorism. A secondary
drug problem could stem from the destruction of villages. Village
destruction will result in the loss of the coffee crop, which is a
primary source of income for indigenous people.393 The destruction
of the coffee industry leads people, usually men, to cities where
3 94 Those remaining
they take dangerous jobs in the maquiladoras.
385
386

See generally Seper, supra note 380.

Id.

387 Arana, supra note 377, at 101.
3
"Id.
389

at 98.

Id. at 103-04.

3g Traci Carl, In Central America, Few Believe Gang Members Would Turn
Terrorist,ASSOCIATED PRESS, Feb. 24,2005, availableat Westlaw (search author's
name and article title in ASSOCPR database; Westlaw subscription required).
391 Pinkerton, supra note 380.
392 For a fascinating account of the production of cocaine and the players in the
underground world of Colombia, see generally CHARLES NICHOLL, THE FRUIT
PALACE (St. Martin's Press 1985).
393 Maria DeAngelis, Coffee, Mexico's Other Bean, 3 WASH. U. GLOBAL STUD. L.
REV. 887, 899 (2004).
394
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in the villages are primarily women and children.395 Simultaneously, violence increases as the poor are forced to fight for
survival.396 Because market demand for drugs remains high,
former coffee farmers turn to drug production to feed their
families.397 Drug production, in turn, leads to further economic and
social hardship.
8.

PPP, Terrorism, September 11th, and Beyond

This section discusses the relationship between the PPP and
terrorism. September 11, 2001, brought terrorism into discussions
of economic development. Ultimately, terrorism is a result of everwidening gaps between the rich and the poor in a world that
continues to pursue economic development and trade to the
detriment of social needs and self-determination.398 Implementation of PPP programs will further widen the gap between rich and
poor in the region.
To begin, the PPP area is already the site of drug dealing
and other crimes that can lead, directly or indirectly, to
terrorism. 399 Drug dealers already travel from South America,
through Central America and Mexico, and into the United
States.400 When the U.S. considered adoption of NAFTA in the fall
of 1993, the threat of terrorism was not yet part of the public
debate. Since September 11, 2001, it has become a major concern
in negotiations for trade agreements and economic development

395

Id. at 900.

396Id.
397Id.

398 Epstein, supra note 364.
399 Id.; see also Seper, supra note 385.
400 For discussion of the FARC, classified by the U.S. State Department as a
"Foreign Terrorist Organization," see Robert Charles, Op-Ed, Colombian
Terrorists,WASH. TIMES, Aug. 25, 2004, at A17, availableat 2004 WLNR 759462
(Westlaw subscription required) (confirming that FARC supplies drugs to
Americans and funds terrorism in the Western hemisphere). See generally
NICHOLL, supra note 392.
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plans. At a June 2002 meeting in Mdrida, Mexico, leaders of the
PPP countries publicly condemned terrorism.4 ° '
Terrorism is embedded in Latin America, and the most
severe area of terrorism, outside of the Middle East, is probably
Colombia, a provisional member of the PPP. The FARC (Fuerzas
Armadas Revolucionariasde Colombia, or Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia) was formed in 1964 by a group of Communist
Party members, fighting the Colombian government to protect the
rights of peasant farmers.4 "2 It is now the most powerful guerilla
movement in Colombia 3 and one of the most infamous terrorist
organizations in the world.
The FARC gains billions of dollars every year from criminal
activities such as international drug trafficking and kidnapping.'
It uses those funds to perpetrate bombings and killings in
Colombia." 5 For example, in August 2005, FARC killed thirteen coca
leaf pickers and their cook in an effort to take control of their drug
production. 6 In recent years, FARC's military strength and bombmaking skills have considerably improved, 4° v as the group has
received training on warfare tactics and bomb-making skills from
the Irish Republican Army." 8 As a result, recent bombings by FARC
have been more lethal and difficult to predict than in the past.4"9

4o See Aguilar, supra note 44.
402

Mark Duffy, FARC: Fighting a War Against Colombian Government Since

1964, IRISH TIMES, Aug. 8, 2005, at 7, available at 2005 WLNR 12440385
(Westlaw subscription required).
403 Id.
404 Id.

Opinion, People of Colombia Demand JusticeBe Done, IRISH TIMES, Aug. 11,
2005, at 14, availableat 2005 WLNR 12609358 (Westlaw subscription required)
[hereinafter People of Colombia Demand Justice].
406 UN Human Rights Organization Condemns Colombian Rebel's Killing of
Civilians, XINHUA NEWS AGENCY, Aug. 27, 2005, available at 8/27/05 Xinhua
Eng. Newswire 01:47:47 (search in Westlaw's "Find by Citation" field; Westlaw
subscription required).
405

407
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408 id.
409 People of Colombia Demand Justice, supra note 405.
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In July 2005, the Colombian government agreed to meet
with FARC to discuss the exchange of fifty-nine hostages for 500
captured rebels. 41 0 As a condition of the deal, FARC demanded that
" ' President
the government demilitarize two municipal zones.41
Uribe of Colombia refused to do so, 41 2 however, fearing that these
zones would become a safe haven for FARC.413 The power of
FARC's operations illustrates the present danger posed by terrorist
organizations and the strong roots they have in the region.
Homero Aridjis has made thoughtful observations on the
significance of September 1 1th for the United States. Aridjis is the
founder of Mexico's Grupo de Cien (Group of 100), Mexico's first
major "civil" group.4 In that position, Aridjis brought worldwide
attention to environmental problems in Mexico and was able to
prompt changes in Mexico's environmental policies. 5 Continuing
his work as a social observer, he asserts that "September 11 was
like a Pandora's box from which many negative and evil events
have emerged."4 16 He says it "has become the single most important political issue since the end of the Cold War. This event-and
the rise of terrorism-has disrupted the world."41 7 Aridjis asserts
that the U.S. errs in trying to find short-term explanations for and
solutions to the violence. 1 ' Instead, he believes that the U.S. must
understand that September 1 1th is part of a religious war by a few
410

Colombia Agrees to Meet with FARC on Exchange of Imprisoned Rebels for

Hostages, XINHUA NEWS AGENCY, Aug. 10, 2005, available at 8/10/05 Xinhua

Eng. Newswire 02:18:41 (search in Westlaw's "Find by Citation" field; Westlaw
subscription required).
411 Id.
412 id.

413 Colombia:FarcRejects GovernmentProposal,LATINNEWS
414

DAILY, Aug. 16, 2005.
Past Winners: Environmentalists:Homero Aridjis, LATIN TRADE, Nov. 2004,

at 46, available at http://www.findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_mOBEK/
is 11 12/ain8576873 [hereinafter Homero Aridjis]. This is the term used by
publications in the United States. Mexico's designation for non-profit
organizations
is the Asociaci6n Civil (A.C.), meaning "civil association."
415
Id.

416 Id.
417 id.
418 id.
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terrorists who do not seem to obey any rules or predictable codes
of conduct. 19 He reminds us, "[ulnfortunately, for Islam, there are
many peaceful people yet a minority of extremists is committing
horrendous acts of violence in the name of their faith."42 ° The U.S.
reacted aggressively in the wake of September 1 1th, because it was
"wounded deeply."42 ' Nevertheless, the U.S. exacerbates problems
for itself by behaving as if they are an "empire" and enjoying
extremely high living standards. 2 Aridjis says,
it is as if many Americans want to be in the Roman
Empire but without Caesar or the army. However,
the army is what makes possible the empire . . .
While we all know we should not judge by nationality, the U.S. has given many people political reasons
for their hatred. 2 3
This is a warning that should be kept in mind with respect to the
PPP. Implementation of its projects will accentuate the wide gap
between the high living standards of most U.S. citizens and the
hundreds of millions of impoverished human beings living south
of Texas.
There are further warnings of unrest coming from Latin
American countries. Venezuela's President Hugo Chavez is an
outspoken U.S. opponent, and other leaders from the "left" of
politics are rising to power in various countries of Central and
South America." For example, in December of 2004, leftist Evo

419 Id.

420

Homero Aridjis, supra note 414.

421Id.
422Id.
423 Id.

424

Tim Padgett, To the Left, March!, TIME, Jan. 9, 2006, at 36-37, availableat

http://www.time.com/time/archive/printout/0,23657,1145255,00.html
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Morales was elected President of Bolivia in a landslide election.425
He delights in "baiting" the United Sates and has quipped that the
coca leaf should be Bolivia's "new national flag."4 26 He is at the

forefront of what appears to be a resurgence of anti-United States
leftist candidates in Latin America.427 In coming elections, it
appears that leftist candidates may win in at least five out of nine
countries.428 Moreover, two of the elections are taking place in the
two most populous countries of Latin America, Mexico and
Brazil.429 Manuel L6pez Obrador, the leading candidate in Mexico's
2006 elections, is outspoken in his opposition to the U.S., in
contrast with current President Vicente Fox, who is known for his
friendship with George W. Bush.43 °
Finally, there may be another serious threat to the U.S.
stemming from ties between individuals or groups in Mexico and
Central America and terrorists groups based elsewhere in the
world. For example, there have been various reports that al-Qaeda
cells are operating from Mexico and are seeking ways to bring
nuclear materials into the U.S. via Mexico.43' Whether or not
those rumors are true, the possibility of such activity in Mexico
exists. Additionally, al-Qaeda activity has been reported in
Central America.432

425

Id. at 36.

426Id.
427Id.
428 Id.
429

d.

" Padgett, supra note 424, at 37.
431 Adam Zagorin, Borderingon Nukes?, TIME, Nov. 22, 2004, at 19, available at
http://www.time.com/time/archive/preview/0,10987,782068,00.html
(preview
only;
payment
or
subscription
required).
432
Although an alert was issues saying two al-Qaeda members might be present
in Nicaragua and El Salvador, this was contradicted later. "The Department of
Homeland Security has no specific intelligence to support this claim, or previous
claims that [A-Qaedal is present in Central America." Filadelfo Aleman, Central
American Alert for al-Qaida Suspects Was a Misunderstanding,N. COUNTY
TIMES (San Diego, Cal.), May 24, 2005, available at http://www.nctimes.con
articles/2005/05/25/news/nation/20_53_06524-05.txt (quotations omitted).
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Summary

The PPP should not proceed as planned because of the major
problems it will bring to the region. Those problems parallel those
brought to Mexico by NAFTA, including poverty and lack of
economic and political power of the region's citizens, the destruction of archaeological treasures unique to the region, environmental damage, and destruction of the lives of indigenous peoples.
Moreover, changes in the course of history raise new problems,
especially prospects for increased terrorism. Therefore, an
alternative path needs to be explored.
III.

A DIFFERENT DIRECTION FOR THE PPP REGION

A different approach is needed for the PPP region. This
section, explores some possibilities, but refrains from stating
precisely what should be done. Rather, it will recommend that
decisions about what is best for the citizens of the PPP region be
made by the citizens, not by government or business leaders.
A.

Pull-Back Is PoliticallyFeasible;Economic Changes
Should Be Feasible

A complete halt to PPP projects is impossible for both
political and financial reasons. Yet the time is right politically for
governments to pull back and change course. In their 2006
elections, Mexicans may choose a leader who is not ready to pursue
the economic preferences of the United States and multinational
corporations.433 There is major, organized grassroots opposition to
the PPP projects that is unprecedented for such projects.434 The
time is ripe politically in Latin America for a new focus on the
" Ginger Thompson, Star Rising, Mexican Populist Faces New Tests, N.Y.
TIMES, May 4, 2005, at Al, available at 2005 WLNR 6960992 (Westlaw

subscription required).
4" Beverly Bell, Social Movements and Economic Integrationin the Americas 3
(Ctr. for Econ. Justice, Working Paper, 2002), available at
http://www.econjustice.net/resources/Social%20Movements%20&%2OEconomi
c%201ntegration%20in%20the%2OAmericas%20Report.pdf.
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needs of the people-a focus that is likely to shift attention from
the current pursuit of development projects that provide only "lip
service" to the needs of the people.
Economically, it will be difficult to resist the pressures of
businesses. The PPP projects are a part of globalization and the
spread of development by corporations. Highways will proceed
4 35
with or without the PPP; funding has already been approved.
The Mexican government built dams in Chiapas before the PPP
was proposed; it continues to work toward their construction.43 6
Reclassification of the dams as a "secondary" project appears to be
merely an attempt to develop a new image for the PPP.437
However, the need to counter economic power is not a reason
to abandon hope. Change is possible in this world, and the reasons
for a change of course in the PPP region are among the strongest
one could imagine: the need to promote sustainable development;
the need to prevent terrorism; and a desire to respect fellow
human beings whose lives are torn apart when outsiders make
decisions about their lands, homes, resources, and way of life.
B.

Guiding Principle:Give Choice to People of the PPP
Region

As a guiding principle, the people of the PPP region must be
allowed to make their own choices. The PPP is based on the
assumption that government bureaucrats and business leaders
know best, and those bureaucrats and business leaders have
proceeded with the assumption that economic development is what
is best for the PPP region. Yet, as is discussed in this article,
economic development projects imposed upon the people of Mexico
under NAFTA have brought many harmful effects. Economic
development projects of the PPP could bring similar ill-effects to
the people of the PPP area.

...Call, supra note 261.
436 id.

431

Pickard, supra note 2, at 5.
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Instead, the indigenous people of the PPP region must be
consulted regarding what they need. The Zapatistas, while viewed
as being radicals in public debate regarding indigenous rights in
Mexico, deserve to have their voices carefully considered. In 2001,
they issued the following declaration at the Third National Indian
Congress:
For us, Indian peoples, our Mother Earth is sacred,
and so are all the beings which [sic] inhabit her. They
are not a commodity which [sic] can be bought or
sold. For this reason, we cannot accept the destruction of our territories through the imposition of megaprojects by the federal and state governments in our
various regions throughout the country. We demand
a moratorium on all projects that involve bio[-]prospecting, mining, water mega-projects, and all the
bio[-]piracy activities taking place in our lands and in
our country, until the Indian peoples have discussed
in their own time the issues related to the control of
their resources.438
We must think carefully about these words, as they have been
echoed by at least five hundred groups protesting the PPP over the
past five years in various countries including Mexico, Guatemala,
Nicaragua, Honduras, and El Salvador.439
The best approach for now is, "first do no harm."" ° It is time
to refrain from additional development projects that are not
wanted by indigenous people because of the harm they will bring.
We must listen to those who would be affected in their daily lives.
As we proceed, we must allow the citizens of the PPP region to
identify their own needs.441
438

Style, supra note 316.

439 See text accompanying notes 260-76 for a list and discussion of the protests.

44 Primum non nocere, http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=primum-non_
nocere&oldid=46750059 (last visited Apr. 27, 2006).
441 1 acknowledge that my conclusion does not comply with the norm for a law
review article. As a law professor and an editor for law reviews, I have counseled
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How Can Citizens of the U.S., Corporations,and
Governments of Mexico and CentralAmerica Proceed?

To begin, we must acknowledge that "crime and terrorism
feed on poverty."" 2 Therefore, citizens, governments, and businesses of developed countries should act to narrow the gap between
rich and poor people in the PPP region and elsewhere in the world.
However, it should not be assumed that economic development is
the best route to that goal. Experiences under NAFTA demonstrate
that economic development has been widening the gap between rich
and poor people in Mexico. "' Moreover, people live in extremely
harsh conditions as they work in maquiladoras of Mexico. 4 "
Therefore, we should be cautious to avoid creating similar conditions for people throughout the PPP region.
Governments, corporations, and individuals can assist in
meeting the needs of the indigenous people of the PPP region, but
those needs must be identified from the point of view of those in
need. For example, citizens of a community may agree that they
want assistance with clean drinking water and sewage treatment.
Yet they may not agree with any of the articulated goals of the
PPP, even those that are more socially-oriented, such as sustainable development, human development, and prevention and
mitigation of natural disasters. They may want money to go into
projects that run counter to PPP projects. For example, instead of
building dams that will flood rivers, they may want assistance
with identification and preservation of archaeological sites.
Perhaps they want small "run of the river" hydroelectric plants to

others that an excellent law review article will identify problems and make
concrete suggestions for a direction. In this case, I use the term "we" to refer to
those of the United States and other developed countries who must defer to the
wisdom of people of the lands involved.
442 Epstein, supra note 364.
" Cevallos, supra note 18.
44 See Jack A. Raisner, Using the "EthicalEnvironment" Paradigmto Teach
Business Ethics: the Case of the Maquiladoras,16 J. BUS. ETHICS 1331-46 (1997),
available at http://www.springerlink.conlink.asp?id=nv62636101163v07.
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supply power to communities in the selvas, orjungles, of Mexico.445
Such plants would be an alternative to huge dams that result in
loss of habitat, build up of silt, and loss of tourist dollars." 6 On the
other hand, they may want isolation and protection from intrusion.
The people of the PPP may choose to share the treasures of
their lands with others in the world in ways that honor their
traditions and the land. The plants of the rainforest, for example,
might be shared in ways that are controlled by the healers among
indigenous people. This includes the Mayan people in the MBC,
but could also apply to the potential contributions of other
indigenous groups across the PPP area. For example, at the
southern end of the PPP region, Colombia is one of the most biodiverse countries in the world containing rainforests, jungles,
mountains, and coastal zones."'
At least one company has started a joint project with
indigenous communities in the Amazon Rainforest. The Amazon
Herb Company works with indigenous people to obtain plants and
plant extracts for medicinal purposes."' All plants are extracted
by the indigenous people to ensure that they are taken in ways
that respect both the people and the spirit of the plants." 9
Additionally, to ensure that the profits are used to help indigenous
communities, the company has started two non-profit organizations: the Rainforest Rescue Fund and the Amazon Herb Research
Education Foundation.45 ° In the words of the organization, "[w]e
are empowering the Rainforest communities in the Amazon to
make new choices about their future. Simply by providing resources and creating long-term value that's more than logging,
SHAW, supra note 341

"'

at 118.

446 id.

See generally Jeffrey A. McNeely, Biodiversity, War, and TropicalForests,in
3
(Steven V. Price ed., 2003).
"' AmazonHerb.net, Adventure & Discovery, http://www.amazonherb.net/
Corporate/adventuredisc.aspx (last visited Apr. 23, 2006).
WAR AND TROPICAL FORESTS: CONSERVATION IN AREAS OF ARMED CONFLICT

4

9

See generally id.

AmazonHerb.net, Rainforest Stewardship, http://rainforesthealingherbs.
amazonherb.net/rainforeststewardship.aspx (last visited Apr. 23, 2006).
450
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more than oil exploration[, and with no damaging side effects, we
have a real solution for planetary health and balance."4"'
Indigenous people may be able to find their own ways that
may serve as models for the more developed world. One example is
a model from Colombia in the community called Gaviotas.
"Gaviotas"means "sea gull or yellow tern." It is the name of a bird
that visits the rivers of Colombia's eastern plains at dusk.45 2 It is
also the name of an unusual village founded in 1965 by Colombian
activist Paulo Lugari and a small group of pioneers for a unique
experiment. 3 They founded the village on Colombia's Llanos
Orientales,or eastern plains.4 ' Their objective was to work with the
ecosystem and develop alternative technologies to meet the needs of
any community, 5 in one of the most difficult places possible. In the
Llanos Orientales, unemployment rates are high, and the soil, the
worst in Colombia, is that of a desert. Moreover, the village is in the
middle of Colombia's civil war pitting the government against
paramilitaries and guerilla groups such as the FARC.456
Gaviotas has been an unprecedented success. It is a living
laboratory that has produced amazing results. Residents have
created hydroponic greenhouses, and they sell and exchange
produce with the indigenous Guahibo people.457 Many of those
Guahibo people today live in Gaviotas. The town has a school, a
solar and wind powered hospital, a community kitchen, a swimming pool, and many other amenities.45 In a location surrounded
by terrorists, shotguns are prohibited.459
The people of Gaviotas have developed innovative technology that is helping others around the world. Most of the electricity
451

Id.

452

M6nica del Pilar Uribe Marin, Time for Utopia, 357 NEW INTERNATIONALIST
16 (June 2003), available at http://www.newint.org/issue357/time.htm.
45
3

Id.

454Id.

455
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Id.
Id.

457 Id.
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Mann, supra note 452, at 18.
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for the village is generated by a specially designed windmill that
looks like a sunflower.46 ° The owners choose not to patent its
design; they share it freely with others. Therefore, such windmills
are now found in many places in Central and South America as
well as in Colombia.46 '
They are also innovative in forestry and agriculture. It is
difficult to grow anything in the native soils, but after experimentation, the Gaviotas pioneers discovered that they could grow a
Caribbean pine by dipping the roots of the seedling in a fungus
that is missing from the soil. 462 Resins are extracted from the pine,
which are sold for use in glues, medicines, cosmetics, and paints.463
In addition, the resins are used to make ecologically-friendly
turpentine to replace petroleum-based products. 4 ' The factory that
the residents built to process the resin won the 1997 United
Nations World Zero Emissions Award.465 As the pine forests grew,
the rainforest returned, as did the animals, including deer,
anteaters, and eagles.466
In short, Gaviotas provides a model for self-sufficiency
within the parameters of sustainable development. The village is
nearly self-sufficient in food production, completely self-sufficient
in energy production, and it produces close to zero emissions.467 It
provides people with what they need: food, water, shelter, and even
security from violence. The guerrillas of the region, seeing the
efforts of Gaviotas residents, have chosen to exempt
the village
468
it.
surrounding
terrorism
and
violence
from the
Gaviotas provides a model for indigenous people and for all
people of the world; it is a model for sustainable development
including nearly pollution-free living and production of organic
460Id.
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Marin, supra note 452, at 17.
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See generally Marn, supra note 452.
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food supplies. Gaviotas residents have found a way to begin to
reverse the world's horrible loss of rainforests-a loss that is
attributable to economic development. Further, the village
provides a model for peaceful existence as an alternative to
terrorism. It is a model in sharing, exemplifying the creation of
technology for the good of human beings rather than in pursuit of
patent rights that can be sold. a69
Gaviotas provides a model for what can and should be the
future of indigenous and non-indigenous communities in the PPP
region and throughout the world. If such a village can be maintained in one of the harshest climates in the world in the midst of
guerrilla-fighting and terrorism, its lessons may be learned
anywhere. Such lessons can be used immediately in Mexico and
Central America.
CONCLUSION: A CHANGE IN COURSE Is NEEDED

The PPP is part of a movement to first integrate North
America, then Central America, and eventually all of the western
hemisphere (with the exception of Cuba) into one trade zone.4 v° At
present, most of the PPP projects are moving slowly. Yet highways,
tourist facilities, bio-prospecting, and certain other projects are
proceeding. Moreover, its projects support and parallel the new
CAFTA, which became effective January 1, 2006."l Therefore, the
PPP should not be ignored.
The effects of the economic development brought over a
period of twelve years by NAFTA are alarming, and there are no
signs that citizens of the PPP region will fare better under the PPP
and the new CAFTA than Mexican citizens have fared under
NAFTA. NAFTA has hurt the citizens of Mexico environmentally,
469 For a more complete story about this amazing place,
GAVIOTAS: A VILLAGE TO REINVENT THE WORLD (1998).

see ALAN

WEISMAN,

4' The plan's opponents assert that "The PPP cannot be separated from the logic
behind economic integration plans for the region, and the world, as conceived by
the ideologues of neoliberoisma,be they NAFTA, FTAA, or the WTO." Pickard,
supra note 2, at 6.
471 See generally Armstrong, supra note 151 at 3.
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socially, and culturally. A major reason for this is that development under NAFTA centers on the needs of business, not on the
needs of the citizens. Although the PPP lists social goals, allocation
of funds under the plan shows that nearly all of the money is going
toward projects that promote highways and other projects to
support business. Attention to social needs is minimal, and, as a
consequence, there is growing social unrest in the PPP countries.
Indigenous people of the area have gathered in unprecedented
ways and numbers to protest the PPP, CAFTA, and similar
mechanisms that promote economic development.
The assumption that economic integration and development
are the best goals for the region must be set aside because that
assumption ignores the values and needs of the citizens of the PPP
area. We should step back from the PPP and similar economic
development programs to think carefully about the consequences
of economic development. This is necessary out of respect for our
fellow human beings.
Even if we are not motivated by respect for others, there is
reason to step back based on our own desire to protect our families
and lives. When citizens are ignored and basic human needs are
not met, the foundations of a community are destroyed and
conditions become ripe for terrorism. Terrorist groups in Colombia
and other South American countries have a long history, and the
PPP will enable them to increase their activities.
In conclusion, the PPP mechanisms would thwart sustainable development. Moreover, they would promote myriad related
problems including, but not limited to, damage to archeological
treasures, disruption of culture, destruction of centuries-old
communities, and destruction of precious plant and animal
treasures. The PPP also has the potential to assist terrorists as
they travel and transport weapons, information, and other
instruments of terror.
A new approach is needed. That approach must be based on
respect for the indigenous people and all people of underdeveloped
areas in Mexico and Central America. The functioning attitude of
PPP's proponents should be replaced with an attitude that
provides a listening ear for the indigenous people of the area. The
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people must be invited and allowed to articulate their needs. The
needs must be identified by the citizens themselves, not by the
governments and corporations that have driven NAFTA, CAFTA,
and plans for the PPP. We must abandon the assumption that
economic development is beneficial for all. In the short term, it
may be good for governments, bureaucrats, citizens of developed
countries, and corporations, but it is not necessarily good for the
people who pay the costs of development. In the long term, all
people may pay a price if our economic development projects
thwart sustainable development. This price may be even higher
when terrorism increases due to a widening gap between the rich
and poor.
In celebration of the diversity of the people and natural
environment of the PPP region, I close with Mayan words: "Dios,
boho tik."472 These words represent one of several "good byes" used
by at least one hundred indigenous groups of the region. To honor
and respect the people of the PPP region, to promote sustainable
development, and to create conditions that breed respect4 73 among
human beings rather than terrorism, we must seek alternatives to
the economic development plans of the PPP.

The "boho" part is pronounced as two soft syllables-like "bow oh." This is a
phonetic spelling of a farewell saying used by the modern Maya including
Catholics, Protestants, practitioners of indigenous religions, and others. It means
roughly, "God bless you," but it does not have a strong religious connotation.
"' For discussion of the importance of respect among indigenous people of the
Western Hemisphere, see generally JAMEs DAVID AUDLIN, CIRCLE OF LIFE:
472

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS OF NATIVE AMERICAN ELDERS

151-54 (2006).
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS

AIS - Andean Integration System
BCIE - Banco Centroamericano de Integraci6n Econ6mica
(Central American Integration Bank)
CAFTA - Central American Free Trade Agreement
CAF - La Corporaci6nAndina de Fomento (Andean Development
Corporation)
CAN - ComunidadAndina (Andean Community)
CFE - Comisi6n Federal de Electricidad (Mexico's Federal
Electricity Commission)
EU - European Union
EZLN - Ejjrcito Zapatista de Liberaci6n Nacional (Zapatista
National Liberation Army-also known as the Zapatistas)
FARC - FuerzasArmadas Revolucionariasde Colombia (Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia)
FTAA - Free Trade Area of the Americas
GAPIE - Grupo Asesor Para la Participaci6nIndigena y Etnica
(The Assessment Group for Indigenous and Ethnic Participation)
GMOs - Genetically Modified Organisms
IADB - Inter-American Development Bank
IIRSA - South American Regional Infrastructure Integration
Initiative
ILO - International Labor Organization
MBC - Mesoamerican Biological Corridor
NAFTA - North American Free Trade Agreement
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization
NOPPP - The Network Opposed to the Plan Puebla Panama
PAN - Partido de Acci6n Nacional (Mexico's National Action
Party)
OAS - Organization of American States
PPP -

PlanPuebla Panama

PRI - PartidoRevolucionario Democrdtico (Mexico's Democratic
Revolution Party)
PRI- PartidoInstitucionalRevolucionario (Institutional Revolutionary Party)
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SIEPAC - Sistema de Interconexi6n Elictrica de los Paises de
America Central (Interconnected Electrical System of the Countries of Central America)
WB - World Bank
WCED - World Commission on Environment and Development

